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BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
SPECIAL WORK SESSION MEETING AGENDA
Wednesday, March 17, 2021, at 6 PM
Virtual Meeting:
www.facebook.com/WestminsterMD
www.WestminsterMD.gov
I.

Call to Order

II.

Approval of Minutes
February 2, 2021

III.

Public Hearings
None

IV.

Other Business
Board of Zoning Appeals Work Session
Board Staff Liaison Gray will brief the Board on the current application process and
the basics on Planning and Zoning.
Board Attorney Ruff will brief the Board on processes and standards of practice
utilized throughout the State of Maryland, for the education of the Board as
required by Section 1-206 of the Land Use Article.
The Board may discuss process moving forward.
No cases shall be heard or deliberated upon during the work session.

V.

Adjournment

Please be advised a portion of this meeting may be conducted in closed session
Posted March 12, 2021

Ss

BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
MEETING SUMMARY
Tuesday, February 2, 2021, at 6 PM

Virtual Meeting via Zoom and broadcasted live on the City Facebook Page
Westminster, Maryland 21157
A meeting of the Westminster Board of Zoning Appeals was held virtually via Zoom and broadcasted live
on the City Facebook Page, on February 2, 2021, at 6 PM.
Chair Ed Cramer, Vice-Chair Larry Berent, and Board Member Brenda Frazier were present. Also, in
attendance were Board Attorney Karen Ruff, and City staff members Mark Depo and Andrew Gray. Paul
McDonald, Jan Shipley, Cindy Young, and Steve Gamber were also present.
At 6:00 PM, Chair Cramer called the meeting to order.
Chair Cramer requested a motion to approve the meeting summary of January 5, 2021. Vice-Chair Berent
moved to approve the meeting summary of January 5, 2021. Board Member Frazier seconded the motion.
The motion passed 3-0.
Chair Cramer continued the public hearing for Case No. 21-01. The Chair stated the purpose of the hearing
and read the following case title into the record:
The Applicant is requesting a variance approval to the required minimum least side yard setback
of eight feet, in order to allow a new deck to be 3 feet from the property line, pursuant to Zoning
Ordinance Section 164-37 C.(1), at 35 Westmoreland Street, Westminster, Maryland 21157.
Chair Cramer asked if Ms. Young had received the subsequent Staff Report for the current meeting. Ms.
Young replied that she believed she had received it. Chair Cramer asked if she was prepared to cover all
requirements presented by the Board. Ms. Young stated that she was prepared to proceed.
Mr. Gray reminded all parties that the application was previously submitted as Exhibit #1 and the January
Staff Report as Exhibit #2. He then provided information regarding the continuance hearing including a
staff recommendation that the Board of Zoning Appeals vote to deny the proposed Variance due to the
Applicant demonstrating no unnecessary hardship or practical difficulty as specified in the zoning law as
to why the proposed deck, as currently designed, must be located in the proposed minimum dimensional
requirements for the Property.
Mr. Gray requested the Continuance Staff Report be submitted into the record as Exhibit #3.

The Chair then swore in all parties who wished to testify.
Ms. Young stated that the proposed deck could not be constructed in any other location on the property.
Similar construction exists on surrounding properties in the area.
Chair Cramer asked if the location of the proposed deck is part of the original construction. Ms. Young
confirmed it was.
Chair Cramer asked why the deck was not proposed at the existing door. Mr. McDonald stated that the
existing garage was too close to construct the deck in that location.
Vice-Chair Berent asked if the garage was pre-existing when the McDonalds purchased the home. Mr.
McDonald confirmed it was, and likely built at nearly the same time as the house.
Board Member Frazier asked for clarification that the deck would not extend closer to the property line
than the existing structure. Mr. McDonald confirmed the same.
Chair Cramer asked for any witness statements.
Mr. Gamber stated that the deck would actually be six inches into the property further than the existing
structure.
Mr. McDonald added that there is not much living space inside the home and having additional outdoor
living space would only improve the home for his family.
Ms. Shipley stated that a deck would add value to the home. She confirmed that there was not sufficient
room between the existing outdoor steps and shed for a deck to be in that area.
Chair Cramer asked Ms. Shipley on which side she lived adjacent to the property. She stated that she is
on the east side.
Vice-Chair Berent asked if Ms. Shipley had a deck; Ms. Shipley confirmed that she did. Vice-Chair Berent
asked which side the deck was located on. Ms. Shipley stated that the deck is placed on the right side of
the back of her home, less than eight feet from the adjacent property line.
Board Member Frazier asked if staff had received response from any other adjoining properties related to
the BZA notice. Mr. Gray confirmed no additional responses had been received.
Chair Cramer asked Ms. Young if she had been party to any other properties which had decks built postconstruction as related to positioning related to adjacent property lines. Ms. Young stated that in her
observation, many properties within the City have non-conforming construction, including decks.
Vice-Chair Berent reviewed the variance criteria requirements that were met by the proposed
construction.
Chair Cramer stated it was most important for the applicant to identify the need for the variance and
request for the deck itself. The Staff Report was not supportive of the variance request. Chair Cramer
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stated that if the Board grants this specific variance request, it will set a precedence for future requests
of a similar nature. The Board must be certain that the applicant addresses all concerns brought forward.
Mr. McDonald added that the proposed deck would not encroach on the property line any further than
the existing property. Therefore, he believed there was no detriment to adding the deck.
Ms. Ruff asked what the distance was between the existing steps and the garage on the right rear side of
the home. Mr. McDonald answered approximately ten feet. Ms. Ruff then asked about the distance from
the edge of the house to the existing French doors. Mr. McDonald answered about two feet. Ms. Ruff
asked if the deck could be brought in closer to the French doors to be more in compliance with the setback
requirements. Mr. McDonald answered that the deck could be brought in another six inches for an even
four feet off the property line at most.
Ms. Young closed her argument, requesting that the variance be approved as presented and the deck not
be narrowed any further.
Mr. Depo stated that staff were unaware of any approved building permit specifically for Mr. Shipley’s
deck. Another home in the area complied with the eight-foot setback requirements when their deck was
built. Not many other homes in the immediate area have decks attached post-construction to compare.
Staff is looking to reduce the overall impact of the area being requested for the variance.
Chair Cramer asked if the garage could be relocated further back on the property. Ms. Young raised
concerns about moving a building that was likely built in the 1920s and logically unable to move it to
accommodate a deck on the opposite side of the house. Chair Cramer clarified that it would be a hardship
to move the garage. Ms. Young confirmed.
Chair Cramer closed testimony at 7:11pm.
Vice-Chair Berent was in favor of the construction as long as it does not encroach further toward the
property line than what was proposed. He believed the proposed placement of the deck was also the most
practical given the layout of the house interior.
Board Member Frazier echoed Vice-Chair Berent’s comments.
Chair Cramer reiterated that other homes in the area are subject to the same constraints to property lines
and the house is an existing non-conforming use. He made a motion in favor of approving the variance as
proposed by the applicant.
Ms. Ruff requested that Chair Cramer confirm an affirmative finding that the applicant has met the
requirements of Section 164-161 as well. She further stated that it is up to the applicant to confirm they
have met the requirements, and the Board must address each of the criteria to confirm they have been
met.
Chair Cramer rephrased his motion to recommend approval based on the applicant having met the
requirements of Section 161-164 as outlined in the Staff Report. Board Member Frazier seconded the
motion. The motion passed unanimously, 3-0.
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Ms. Ruff asked if the Board would review the written decision and vote to issue a decision at the next
regularly scheduled meeting. Mr. Depo stated that for transparency purposes, the Board should vote and
issue the written decision at its next meeting.
Chair Cramer made a motion to adjourn the meeting. The Board adjourned at 7:17 PM.

________________________________
Edward Cramer, Chair
Westminster Board of Zoning Appeals
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March 2021 BZA Work Session

To:

Westminster Board of Zoning Appeals

From: Andrew R. Gray, Comprehensive Planner
cc:

Mark A. Depo, Director of Community Planning and Development
Andrea Gerhard, Comprehensive Planner
Karen Ruff, Board Attorney

Date:

March 15, 2021

Subject: 2021 Board of Zoning Appeals Work Session
BACKGROUND
With the addition of one new Board member; a new Board Attorney; and the five-and one-half years’ time
period, staff thought it would be beneficial for a work session. The last work session the Board of Zoning
Appeals (BZA) held was on October 6, 2015.
Community Planning and Development Staff will begin the meeting by providing a brief background on
Planning and Zoning and a brief discussion on the City application process. Board Attorney Ruff will brief
the Board on processes and standards of practice utilized throughout the State of Maryland. At the
conclusion of Attorney Ruff’s presentation, the Board may discuss process moving forward.
REQUEST
Staff requests that any questions from the BZA be general in nature and limited to the presentation and
any procedural changes. Any questions regarding past or future cases should be conducted in a closed
session following the presentation.
ATTACHMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rules of Order and Procedure for the Board of Zoning Appeals of Westminster
Board of Zoning Appeals Application – General Guide
Board Attorney Ruff Work Session Outline
Montgomery County v Rotwein
Trinity v Peoples Counsel

Board of Zoning Appeals Application – General Guide
Appeals
The Appeal process is set forth in the provisions for the Board of Zoning Appeals in Zoning Ordinance
Article XXII.
The following sub-sections will be of most interest to applicants:
•
•

Section 164-163 Appeals
Section 164-164 Stay of proceedings

Applicants will need to review the Rules of Order and Procedure, especially regarding the Prehearing
Statement.
The adopted BZA Rules of Order and Procedure and the application are available on the City’s website.
Please see Resolution No. 20-04 for more information on the fee for an appeal. Please make the check
payable to City of Westminster.
For more information, please contact Andrew R. Gray at agray@westgov.com or 410-751-5505.

Special Exceptions
The special exception process is set forth in the provisions for the Board of Zoning Appeals in Zoning
Ordinance Article XXII.
The following sub-sections will be of most interest to applicants:
•
•
•
•

Section 164-165 Special exception petitions (generally describes the petitions)
Section 164-169 Criteria for determination (listing what the BZA may consider)
Section 164-170 Conditions for grant of special exception (required evidence)
Section 164-171, 172, and 173 (other provisions that further explain process)

Applicants will need to review the Rules of Order and Procedure, especially regarding the Prehearing
Statement.
The adopted BZA Rules of Order and Procedure and the application are available on the City’s website.
Please see Resolution No. 20-04 for more information on the fee for a special exception. Please make
the check payable to City of Westminster.
For more information, please contact Andrew R. Gray at agray@westgov.com or 410-751-5505.

Variances
The City’s variance process is set forth in the provisions for the Board of Zoning Appeals in Zoning
Ordinance Article XXII.
The following sub-sections will be of most interest to applicants:
•
•
•

Section 164-161 (A)(3)(a) requirements for findings by the Board of Zoning Appeals
Section 164-169 Criteria for determination (listing factors that the BZA may consider)
Section 164-172, 173, 174 and 175 (other provisions that further explain the process)

Applicants will need to review the Rules of Order and Procedure, especially regarding the Prehearing
Statement.
The adopted BZA Rules of Order and Procedure and the application are available on the City’s website.
Please see Resolution No. 20-04 for more information on the fee for a variance. Please make the check
payable to City of Westminster.
For more information, please contact Andrew R. Gray at agray@westgov.com or 410-751-5505.

Board of Zoning Appeals
I. Introduction
A. Planning sets a course of action for the development of land, based upon a
community’s vision for the future.
B. Planning documents are implemented through local ordinances.
1. Zoning ordinances establish regulations for the use of land and standards for
development within identified zoning district boundaries.
2. Zoning map identifies properties that fall within different zoning categories.
3. The local legislative body makes the final decision regarding zoning.
II. Annotated Code of Maryland
A. Land Use Article,
1. § 4-101. Statement of policy
(a) It is the policy of the State that:
(1) the orderly development and use of land and structures requires
comprehensive regulation through planning and zoning controls; and
(2) planning and zoning controls shall be implemented by local government
2. § 4-102. General power
To promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the community, a legislative
body may regulate:
(1) the height, number of stories, and size of buildings and other structures;
(2) the percentage of a lot that may be occupied;
(3) off-street parking;
(4) the size of yards, courts, and other open spaces;
(5) population density; and
(6) the location and use of buildings, signs, structures, and land.
3. § 4-202. Zoning regulations--Adoption; purposes.
(a) The legislative body shall adopt zoning regulations:
(1) in accordance with the plan;
(2) with reasonable consideration for, among other things, the character of the
district or zone and its suitability for particular uses; and
(3) with a view to conserving the value of property and encouraging orderly
development and the most appropriate use of land.
(b) The zoning regulations shall be designed to:
(1) control street congestion;
(2) promote health, public safety, and general welfare;
(3) provide adequate light and air;
(4) promote the conservation of natural resources;
(5) prevent environmental pollution;
(6) properly manage growth and development; and
(7) promote or facilitate adequate transportation, water, sewerage, schools,
recreation, parks, and other public facilities.

4. § 4-206. Variances
(a) By local law, a legislative body may specify in a zoning law the allowable
modifications that may be made by a variance.
(b) The modifications in a variance:
(1) may be only of density, bulk, dimensional, or area requirements of the
zoning law;
(2) may be only allowed where, owing to conditions peculiar to the property
and not because of any action taken by the applicant, a literal enforcement
of the zoning law would result in unnecessary hardship or practical
difficulty as specified in the zoning law; and
(3) may not be contrary to the public interest.
5. § 4-301. Required: A legislative body shall provide for the appointment of a board
of appeals.
6. § 4-304. Miscellaneous duties
(a) A board of appeals shall adopt rules in accordance with any local law adopted
under this division.
(b) A member of a board of appeals shall recuse himself or herself from
participating in a matter in which the member may have a conflict of interest
or an appearance of a conflict of interest.
Recording; transcript [(c)(1)(i) A board of appeals shall make a recording of all
proceedings with a contemporaneous written record showing the vote of each
member on each question or the member's absence or failure to vote.]
7. § 4-305. Powers--Appeals; special exceptions; variances
A board of appeals may:
(1) hear and decide appeals when it is alleged that there is an error in any order,
requirement, decision, or determination made by an administrative officer or
unit under this division or of any local law adopted under this division;
(2) hear and decide special exceptions to the terms of a local law on which the
board is required to pass under the local law; and
(3) authorize on appeal in specific cases a variance from the terms of a local law.
8. § 4-306. Appeal--Procedures
(a) An appeal to the board of appeals may be filed by:
(1) a person aggrieved by a decision of the administrative officer or unit; or
(2) an officer or unit of the jurisdiction affected by a decision of the administrative
officer or unit.
(b) A person shall file an appeal within a reasonable time provided by the rules of
the board of appeals …
(d)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, an appeal to a board
of appeals stays all proceedings in furtherance of the action appealed. …
(e)(1) A board of appeals shall:
(i) establish a reasonable time for the hearing of an appeal;
(ii) give public notice of the existence of the appeal and of the hearing; …
(f)(1) A board of appeals may, in conformity with this division:
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(i) wholly or partly reverse the order, requirement, or decision that is the
subject of the appeal;
(ii) wholly or partly affirm the order, requirement, or decision that is the
subject of the appeal;
(iii) modify the order, requirement, or decision that is the subject of the
appeal; or
(iv) issue a new order, requirement, or decision.
(2) The board of appeals shall have all the powers of the administrative officer
or unit from whose action the appeal is taken.
B. Local Government Article
§ 5-213. Legislative authority--Zoning regulations
A municipality may adopt zoning regulations, subject to any right of referendum of
the voters at a regular or special election as may be provided by the municipal charter.
Code of the City of Westminster, Chapter 164 Zoning and Subdivision of Land
III.

Variances
A. Applicants can request a variance from certain development standards found in the
zoning or development regulations.
B. If a variance is necessary, the applicant must submit information to support the
application.
C. The Board of Appeals makes the final decision.
D. Maryland Courts have defined the conditions under which a variance may be granted.
A variance may be granted for cases in which the applicant faces a hardship due to
features or circumstances that are unique and not generally shared by other property
owners in the same zoning district. The unique circumstances must not be selfimposed or self-created by the applicant, and the granting of the variance must not
confer special privileges that would be denied to other property owners in the same
zoning district. The granting of the variance must confer only the minimum relief
needed. See Exhibits A and B.

IV. Special Exceptions
A. Zoning categories generally include uses permitted by right and uses permitted by
special exception. A special exception is a land use that is permitted subject to
specific conditions in the ordinance. This makes it possible to allow uses where they
are reasonable, but deny them where the specific conditions cannot be met.
B. The Board of Appeals makes the final decision on special exception requests.
IV. The Roles and Responsibilities of the Board of Appeals
A. A board of appeals consists of at least three members.
B. The terms of office of the members of a board of appeals are 3 years.
C. A member of a board of appeals shall be appointed by the local executive and
confirmed by the local legislative body.
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D. Jurisdiction of a board of appeals (Sec. 4-305)
E. Quasi-judicial rules of procedure. A board of appeals acts in a “quasi-judicial”
capacity hearing cases that may be appealed to the circuit court in the jurisdiction in
which the board is located.
i. All witnesses testifying in a board of appeals hearing must testify under oath.
ii. All of the proceedings of the Board are recorded. The record of the board's
proceedings is important in an appeal to a circuit court, as the circuit court makes
its decision on the record transmitted by the board. It may not be heard de novo.
iii. Hearings of board of appeals are subject to the Maryland Open Meetings Act. A
person can testify at a Board of Appeals hearing only if they are a witness in the
case. The public does not have the right to testify at a board of appeals hearing.
Like any other public body, a board of appeals can conduct a closed session of the
body for specified reasons under the Open Meetings Act (ie. to seek legal advice
on the proper legal standard for a special exception). A board of appeals must
deliberate on a case that has been heard in open session.
iv. If parties to a case are unsatisfied by the decision in that case, a party can appeal
that decision. Because of the quasi-judicial nature of the proceedings, a member of
a board should not engage in exparte conversation with any litigant in a case or any
witness in the case. This means that a member should not discuss the case with a
party or a witness outside of the actual board proceeding. Ex-parte conversation
could result in the case being overturned by a court.
v. At the end of the case, an opinion is prepared which evidences the board’s decision
in the case and the reasons behind the decision. It is important that this opinion
outline the factual basis for the board’s decision so that the circuit court can
properly evaluate the case if it is appealed.
V.

City of Westminster Zoning Requirements

VI.

Board of Zoning Appeals
A. City Code Provisions (See p. 5)
B. Rules of Procedure

VII.

Does Granting a Variance Establish a Precedent?
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Article XXII. Board of Zoning Appeals
§ 164-160 General provisions.
The Board of Zoning Appeals of Westminster is hereby created and designated the "Board of
Appeals."
A. The Board of Appeals consists of three members who shall be residents of the City. In
addition, there shall be one alternate member empowered to sit on the Board in the absence of
any member of the Board. When the alternate is absent, a temporary alternate shall be
designated.
B. The terms of office of the members of the Board are three years. They shall be appointed by
the Mayor, confirmed by the Common Council and removable for cause, upon written charges
and after public hearing.
C. Vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term of any member whose term becomes vacant.
D. Members of the Board may receive such compensation as the Common Council deems
appropriate.
E. Persons appointed to the Board shall be selected for their understanding of and appreciation
for principles of zoning, knowledge of conditions in the community and its plans, policies,
objectives, general civic interest and fair judicial approach.
F. Neither the Mayor nor any member of the Common Council shall serve as either a member,
alternate member or temporary alternate member of the Board of Appeals.
§ 164-161 Powers and duties.
A. The Board shall have the following powers:
(1) To hear and decide appeals where it is alleged that there is an error in any order,
requirement, decision or determination made by an administrative official, including the
Zoning Administrator, in regard to the enforcement of this chapter or of any ordinance
adopted pursuant thereto.
(2) To hear and decide special exceptions as such exceptions are authorized by this chapter.
(3) To authorize upon appeal in specific cases such variances from the terms of this chapter
as are necessary to avoid arbitrariness and so that the spirit of this chapter shall be
observed and substantial justice done.
(a) Such variances shall be authorized by the Board only upon a finding by the Board
that:
[1] There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying to the
property in question or to the intended use of the property that do not apply
generally to other properties or classes of uses in the same zone;
[2] Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of substantial
property rights possessed by other properties in the same zone and in the same
vicinity; and
[3] The authorizing of such variance will not be of substantial detriment to adjacent
properties and will not materially impair the purpose of this chapter or the public
interest.
(b) This subsection shall not be construed to permit the Board, under the guise of a
variance, to change the use of land.
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B. In exercising the above-mentioned power in appeals, the Board may, in conformity with the
provisions of law and this chapter, reverse or affirm, wholly or partly, or modify the order,
requirement, decision or determination appealed from and may make such order, requirement,
decision or determination as the Board deems necessary and to that end shall have all the powers
of the office from whom the appeal is taken.
C. The Board is also empowered to adopt and promulgate such rules and regulations as it shall
deem necessary to perform its responsibilities, including the conduct of its hearings and the
issuance of its decision.
§ 164-162 Meetings.
A. The Board shall be organized and its rules shall be adopted in accordance with the provisions
of the Charter and this chapter. Meetings of the Board shall be held at the call of the Chairman
and at such other times as the Board may determine. The Chairman or, in his absence, the Acting
Chairman may administer oaths and compel the attendance of witnesses. For assistance in
reaching decisions relative to appeals, special exceptions or variances, the Board may request
testimony at its hearings for purposes of securing technical aid or factual evidence from the
Commission or any agency or person.
B. All meetings of the Board shall be open to the public. The Board shall keep minutes of its
proceedings, showing the vote of each member upon each question, or, if absent or failing to
vote, indicating such fact, and shall keep records of its official actions, all of which shall be
immediately filed in the office of the Board and shall be a public record.
§ 164-163 Appeals.
Appeals to the Board shall be taken within 30 days after the decision by filing with the officer
from whom the appeal is taken and with the Board a notice of appeal, specifying the grounds
therefor. The officer from whom the appeal is taken, including the Zoning Administrator, shall
forthwith transmit to the Board all the papers constituting the record upon which the action
appealed from was taken.
§ 164-164 Stay of proceedings.
An appeal shall stay all proceedings in furtherance of the action appealed from unless the official
from whom the appeal was taken certifies to the Board, after the notice of appeal has been filed
with him, that by reasons of facts stated in the certificate a stay would, in his opinion, cause
imminent peril to life or property. In such case proceedings shall not be stayed otherwise than by
a restraining order which may be granted by the Board or by a court of record, on application,
after notice to the officer from whom the appeal was taken and on due cause shown.
§ 164-165 Special exception petitions.
A. Filing of petition. Petitions for the grant of special exceptions shall be filed with the Board on
forms provided therefor. The petitioner shall submit site development plans, specifications or
other data, including architectural plans or explanatory material, stating the methods by which he
will comply with the conditions specified for each grant of special exception. At the time of
filing his request for a grant of special exception, the petitioner shall pay to the Board the fee
provided in § 164-174.
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B. Zoning Map to indicate special exception. Upon receipt of a notice of a grant of special
exception, the Zoning Administrator shall indicate the same in the proper place on the Zoning
Map by use of appropriate code number or symbol.
§ 164-166 Actions prior to hearing.
Upon the filing of a notice of appeal or a petition for special exception, the Board shall take the
following action preparatory to holding a hearing:
A. The Board shall fix a reasonable time for a hearing of the appeal or petition.
B. Notice of the hearing shall be advertised in two issues of a newspaper having general
circulation in the City, and the first insertion shall appear in such newspaper at least 20 days
prior to such hearing.
C. The property with which the appeal or petition is concerned shall be posted conspicuously by
the Zoning Administrator stating the time, date, place and purpose of the hearing at least 14 days
before the date of the hearing. Said sign shall be maintained continuously, and at the hearing the
appellant or petitioner shall have the duty of proving by affidavit that this provision has been met
up to the time of the hearing. It shall be unlawful for anyone except the Zoning Administrator to
remove or tamper with any sign during the period that it is required to be maintained.
D. Notification by certified mail shall be made to the appellant or petitioner and to the owners of
those properties and the addresses certified on the notice of appeals or petition for special
exception, respectively, by the appellant or petitioner as being contiguous to the property with
which the hearing is concerned. Properties facing the property and across a street or public rightof-way shall also be considered contiguous.
E. Upon written request to the Board by any interested party at least 10 days prior to the date of
the scheduled hearing, the Board shall be required to visit the property in question before the
hearing. The Board may otherwise visit the specific property prior to the hearing.
F. The Board shall refer all petitions for special exceptions to the Commission for its report and
recommendation. Thereafter, the Commission may, in its discretion, issue a report and
recommendation.
§ 164-167 Public hearings.
A. Before making its decision on any appeal or petition, the Board shall hold a public hearing, at
which time any party may appear and be heard in person or by agent or by attorney.
B. The Board in its rules and regulations may prescribe regulations pertaining to the submission
of documentary evidence into the record prior to the hearing.
C. Subject to the provisions of Subsection B, any party has the right to submit oral or written
testimony or documentary evidence into the record.
D. The Board may consider the Zoning Map as a part of the record. It may also exclude evidence
which is immaterial, irrelevant or unduly repetitious.
E. The Board shall keep minutes of its proceedings, meetings and hearings.
§ 164-168 Postponement or continuation of hearing.
A. Requests for postponement of a scheduled hearing shall be filed, in writing, with the Board
not less than 10 days prior to the date of hearing and shall be accompanied by a sum of money
sufficient to pay the cost of advertising the postponement and the rescheduled hearing. The
granting of such requests shall be at the discretion of the Chairman of the Board.
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B. Requests for postponement filed later than 10 days prior to the date of a scheduled hearing
shall, in addition to the other requirements set forth in Subsection A, be supported by an affidavit
of the party making the request or of some other creditable person. The granting of such request
shall be at the discretion of the Board, in cases of extreme hardship, or upon good cause shown.
C. The Board may, upon its own initiative, postpone a scheduled hearing at any time, but shall
readvertise the new hearing date in accordance with § 164-166B.
D. Once started, the Board may continue a hearing to a date, time and place certain on public
announcement given at the hearing specifying such new date, time and place, and no additional
notice of continued hearings shall be required.
§ 164-169Criteria for determination.
In the exercise of its responsibilities under this chapter, the Board shall study the specific
property involved, as well as the neighborhood, shall consider all testimony and data submitted
and shall hear any person desiring to speak for or against the appeal or petition.
A. In making its determination, the Board may consider whether the appeal or petition would
adversely affect the public health, safety, security, morals or general welfare, would result in
dangerous traffic conditions or would jeopardize the lives or property of people living in the
neighborhood.
B. In deciding such matters, the Board may consider the following factors, together with other
relevant factors:
(1) The number of people residing or working in the immediate area concerned.
(2) The orderly growth of a community.
(3) Traffic conditions and facilities.
(4) The effect of such use upon the peaceful enjoyment of people in their homes.
(5) The conservation of property values.
(6) The effect of odors, dust, gas, smoke, fumes, vibrations, glare and noise upon the use of
surrounding property values.
(7) The most appropriate use of land and structure.
(8) Prior decisions of the courts regarding such matters.
(9) The purpose of the regulations as set forth in this chapter.
(10) The type and kind of structures in the vicinity where public gatherings may be held, such as
schools, places of worship and the like.
(11) Facilities for sewers, water, schools, transportation and other services and the ability of the
City to supply such services.
(12) Limitations of fire-fighting equipment and the means of access for fire, police and health
services.
(13) The preservation of cultural and historical landmarks.
(14) Traffic conditions, including facilities for pedestrians, such as sidewalks, safety zones,
parking facilities available and the safe access of cars to highways or roads.
(15) The contribution, if any, that such proposed use, building or addition would make toward
the deterioration of areas and neighborhoods.
§ 164-170Conditions for grant of special exceptions.
A. The Board may grant a special exception when it finds from a preponderance of the evidence
of record that:
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(1) The proposed use does not adversely affect the general plan for the physical development of
the district, as may be embodied in this chapter and in any Master Plan or portion thereof
adopted by the Commission;
(2) The proposed use at the location selected will not:
(a) Adversely affect the health and safety of residents or workers in the area;
(b) Overburden existing public services, including water, sanitary sewer, public roads, storm
drainage and other public improvements; or
(c) Be detrimental to the use or development of adjacent properties or the general neighborhood
or change the character of the general neighborhood in which the use is proposed, considering
the service required, at the time of the application, the population, density, character and number
of similar uses; and
(3) The standards set forth for each particular use for which a special exception may be granted
have been met.
B. The applicant for a special exception shall have the burden of proof, which shall include the
burden of going forward with the evidence and the burden of persuasion on all questions of fact
which are to be determined by the Board.
§ 164-171 Other restrictions; remedies.
A. The Board is hereby empowered to add the specific provisions that it may deem necessary to
protect adjacent properties, the general neighborhood and the residents and workers therein,
including provisions such as special setbacks, landscaping, parking, lighting restrictions, limited
business hours and other restrictions. The Board may also specify a time limit for the
implementation of a special exception.
B. Special exceptions shall be subject to the parking requirements contained in Article XVI.
C. Whenever the Board shall find, in the case of any exception heretofore or hereafter granted
pursuant to the provisions of this article, that any of the terms, conditions or restrictions upon
which such exception was granted are not being complied with, the Board is authorized, after
due notice to all parties concerned and granting full opportunity for a public hearing, to suspend
or revoke such exception or take other action as it deems necessary to ensure compliance. The
Board is authorized to request and obtain investigations and reports as to compliance from such
City, county or state agencies or administrative officers as may be appropriate.
§ 164-172Decisions.
A. Ex parte or private communications. A member shall not consider any ex parte or private
communication from any person, whether oral or written, which he knows is or reasonably may
be intended to influence unlawfully the decision on the merits of any matter pending before the
Board of Appeals or an appeal therefrom to a court of competent jurisdiction. Any such ex parte
or private communication received and considered shall be made of public record by the
recipient and, if made orally, shall be written down in substance for this purpose by the recipient.
A communication to the Board of Appeals concerning the status or procedures of a pending
matter shall not be considered an ex parte or private communication. This subsection shall not
apply to legal advice rendered by the City Attorney or his staff and shall not apply to technical
advice or explanation by governmental agencies at the request of a member or members of the
Board.
B. The Board shall render its decisions, in writing, within a reasonable time. Said decisions shall
contain a statement of the grounds and findings upon which they are based. A copy of such
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decisions shall be promptly mailed by the Board to the appellant or petitioner and to all parties to
the proceeding or their representatives before the Board as shown by a list to be maintained by
the Board in each case, and a copy shall be furnished to the Zoning Administrator.
C. The concurring vote of two members of the Board shall be necessary to reverse any order,
requirement, decision or determination of any administrative official or to decide in favor of the
applicant on any matters upon which it is required to pass under this chapter or to effect any
variance from this chapter.
§ 164-173 Effect of disapproval.
If disapproved, no appeal or petition requesting substantially the same relief in regard to the
same property shall be received or heard by the Board for a period of two years following the
Board's disapproval or, in the event that the Board's decision is appealed, for a period of two
years following the date of final disposition of such appeal, except that this limitation shall not
affect the Board's right to grant a rehearing in the original proceeding if such rehearing is
provided in the Board's rules of procedure. In the event of an appeal or application which is
withdrawn before the Board hearing, the above time period shall be reduced to one year.
§ 164-174 Filing fees.
A filing fee shall accompany each appeal or petition to the Board, as may be determined by the
Mayor and Common Council of Westminster in the General Fee Ordinance. [1]
§ 164-175Appeals from Board.
A. Who may appeal; procedure. Any person or persons, jointly or severally, aggrieved by any
decision of the Board of Appeals or any taxpayer or any officer, department, board or bureau of
the City may appeal the same to the Circuit Court for Carroll County. Such appeal shall be taken
according to the Maryland Rules as set forth in Chapter 1100, Subtitle B of the Annotated Code
of Maryland.
B. Hearing; additional testimony. If upon the hearing it shall appear to the Court that testimony is
necessary for the proper disposition of the matter, it may take evidence or appoint a referee to
take such evidence as it may direct and report the same to the Court with his findings of fact and
conclusions of law, which shall constitute a part of the proceedings upon which the
determination of the Court shall be made.
C. Costs not allowed against Board; exception. Costs shall not be allowed against the Board
unless it shall appear to the Circuit Court that it acted with gross negligence or in bad faith or
with malice in making the decision appealed from.
D. Issues under section have preference. All issues in any proceeding under this section shall
have preference over all other civil actions and proceedings.
E. Decision of Circuit Court; appeal to Court of Special Appeals; costs. Upon its determination
of a case, the Circuit Court shall file a formal order embodying its final decision. An appeal may
be taken to the Court of Special Appeals, during the period and in the manner prescribed by the
Maryland Rules, from any decision of the Circuit Court. In such cases the award of costs shall be
subject to the discretion of the Court of Special Appeals.
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Did the [B]oard of [A]ppeals properly
construe the zoning ordinance to require it in
reviewing an application for a variance to make
findings based on the unique characteristics of the
property without considering the location of
existing structures on the site?
For the reasons that follow, we reverse the
decision of the circuit court and remand the case
to that court for it to affirm the decision of the
Board of Appeals.
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Karen L. Federman Henry (Marc P. Hansen,
Charles W. Thompson, County Atty, on brief),
Rockville, for appellant.
Stephen J. Orens (Rebecca D. Williams,
Casey L. Moore, on brief), Bethesda, for appellee.
Panel HOLLANDER, KRAUSER, MOYLAN
(retired, specially assigned), JJ.
KRAUSER, J.
Seeking to build an enclosed, two-car garage
and a walkway on her residential property,
appellee Frances Rotwein applied for variances
from front and side yard setbacks mandated by
the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance.
When the Board of Appeals for Montgomery
County ("the Board of Appeals" or "the Board")
denied that application, Rotwein filed a petition
for judicial review in the Circuit Court for
Montgomery County. The circuit court reversed
the Board's decision and remanded the case to the
Board with instructions that it reopen the record
to receive additional evidence regarding
alternative locations for the garage and that it
reconsider whether the property is unique in light
of North v. St. Mary's County, 99 Md.App. 502,
638 A.2d 1175 (1994).
Appealing that decision, Montgomery County
presents one question for our review:

The Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance
authorizes the Board of Appeals to hear and
decide petitions for variances. See Montgomery
County Zoning Ordinance § 59-A-4.11. But it
authorizes only area variances, as it expressly
prohibits the Board of Appeals from granting a
variance "to authorize a use of land not otherwise
permitted." § 59-G-3.1(d).
To obtain an area variance, an applicant must
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
(a) By reason of exceptional narrowness,
shallowness, shape, topographical conditions, or
other extraordinary situations or conditions
peculiar to a specific parcel of property, the strict
application of these regulations would result in
peculiar or unusual practical difficulties to, or
exceptional
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or undue hardship upon, the owner of such
property;
(b) Such variance is the minimum reasonably
necessary to overcome the aforesaid exceptional
conditions;
(c) Such variance can be granted without
substantial impairment to the intent, purpose and
integrity of the general plan or any duly adopted
and approved area master plan affecting the
subject property; and
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(d) Such variance will not be detrimental to
the use and enjoyment of adjoining or
neighboring properties.
§ 59-G-3.1.
THE PROPERTY
Rotwein purchased the property at 6605
Tulip Hill Terrace with her now-deceased
husband, Joseph Rotwein, in 1955. The lot, which
is improved with a one-story single-family house,
has a total area of 31,091 square feet. The
property is 83 feet wide at the front where it abuts
the street, 87 feet wide at the rear, 415 feet along
one side, and 325 along the other. The house sits
eight feet from the right-hand side lot line and
twenty-three feet from the front lot line.
Because the property sits at a bend in the
road, its front yard is deeper on the eastern side of
the property than on the western side. The lot
slopes downward from east to west, and also from
front to back. The next narrowest lot in the
neighborhood is 98 feet wide, and other lots in
the neighborhood average 108 feet in width.
Rotwein has lived on the property since her
house was built. The house is a one-story frame
building, and the lower level of the house is a
finished basement. In the front of the house is an
exposed carport with a driveway that accesses the
road at two locations. In the rear are a deck, a
slate patio, a pool, and a tennis court. The pool
and the tennis court were added to the rear of the
house in the 1970s. And, in 1983, the Rotweins
obtained a variance from existing setback
requirements to build a second, enclosed patio on
the eastern side of their home.
Mrs. Rotwein now wishes to build an
enclosed, two-car garage on the eastern corner of
the front of her property, where the carport
presently is. The garage, as proposed, would be
constructed three feet from the eastern edge of
the property, and eighteen feet from the street.
But the property, as currently zoned,1 requires a
twenty-five-foot setback from the street and an
eight-foot setback on each side, with the sum of

the setbacks of both sides totaling at least
eighteen feet. Montgomery County Code §§ 59-C1.323(a), (b)(1). Accordingly, Rotwein requests a
variance of seven feet from the front setback and
a variance of three feet from the sum of the side
setbacks, because it would reduce the sum of the
side yards to fifteen feet.
THE BOARD OF APPEALS HEARINGS
The Board of Appeals held a hearing on
Rotwein's variance application on January 21,
2004. Rotwein's architect, Dean Brenneman,
testified that Rotwein, who was 84 years old,
wanted to build the garage because she felt unsafe
entering her house and wished to have the ability
to enter and exit her house within an enclosed
garage. He explained that Rotwein's lot is much
longer and narrower than the other lots in the
neighborhood, and that the other neighborhood
properties generally have two-car garages.
Brenneman opined that, as a result of the narrow
shape of the
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property and the "deep" curvature at its front, the
only location the garage can be placed is at the
front, eastern corner of the property. If placed
there, it would be set apart from the main house,
but connected to it by an areaway.
The Board questioned Brenneman as to
whether several alternative locations and
configurations for the garage, which would not
require a variance, would be feasible. Brenneman
rejected all of the alternatives suggested by the
Board. He stated that one alternative proposed by
the Board — enclosing the existing carport — was
unacceptable because the front door of the house
is accessed from inside the carport, such that "if
you enclose that as a garage you no longer have a
front door of the house." He also rejected the
Board's proposals that a one-car garage be built
instead of a two-car garage, or that the garage be
placed closer to the main house, so that it would
be as large as originally proposed, but within the
building envelope. He found the former
unacceptable because it would reduce the value of
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Rotwein's property, given "the neighborhood
character of having two-car garages for houses of
this size in this area," and the latter unfeasible
because it would require that the property be regraded. The re-grading, he informed the Board,
would bury the windows to the lower level of the
house, necessitating "window wells" to allow light
and air to enter that level. If reconfigured that
way, the garage, he stated, would block the front
door of the house. Brenneman also rejected the
Board's suggestion that the garage be built behind
the house, which could be entered from a road
that runs along the rear edge of Rotwein's
property, stating, "that's not really a feasible
approach" because there is "a steep drop-off and
then we have mature vegetation" at the rear of the
property.
After Brenneman's testimony, the hearing
was continued to March 24, 2004, to allow
Rotwein to submit additional materials required
by § 59-A-4.22(a)(1) of the zoning ordinance.2
When the Board reconvened on that date,
Brenneman further noted that the lot was too
narrow to build the garage on the side of the
house. He also stated:
Regarding topography, this property has a
change of grade across from front to back, as well
as from right to left. If we were to try and put a
garage anywhere on the rear of the property or on
the lower left side of the property, we would not
achieve the goal of putting a garage at the main
living level, which is necessary for access....
Rotwein's son, who represented her in this
matter, then asked Brenneman, "Are you familiar
with any other extraordinary conditions that
might exist in this situation? And let me lead you,
as such as security or accessibility that might be
issues in this particular garage being built in this
fashion?" When Brenneman began to talk about
the elderly Rotwein's mobility problems, Board
Chairman Donald Spence interrupted, prompting
the following exchange:
MR. SPENCE: I mean, now we're talking
about the personal circumstances, and not
dealing with the property.
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And as you know, counsel, that's not relevant to
this proceeding.
MR. ROTWEIN: No, I believe under your
code it asks for any other extraordinary situations
that might exist, such as an elderly woman.
MR. SPENCE: Relating to the property,
counsel. That's it.
Board Chairman Spence asked Rotwein how
the property was unique or peculiar, and Rotwein
responded, "it's the narrowest lot in the whole
neighborhood .... which makes ... putting this
garage a requirement of going into the side yard
and front yard setbacks, because of the
configuration of the lot."
A discussion by the Board of Rotwein's
application ensued. During that discussion, the
Board noted that the "uniqueness" inquiry
requires comparing the subject property with
adjoining properties. As to whether the property
was unique, Board Chairman Spence noted that
the evidence indicated that the property is "a
substantial percentage more narrow" than
neighboring lots. The Board also questioned
whether Rotwein's "hardship" was "self-imposed,"
in that it was Rotwein's choice to erect a carport, a
tennis court, and a pool, thereby limiting
potential locations for a two-car garage.
Later, the Board issued an opinion denying
Rotwein's application. Specifically, it found that
Rotwein's application did not meet the
requirements of § 59-G-3.1(a) or (b). With respect
to subsection (a), it opined:
The petitioner contends that the requested
variances are warranted because of the
exceptional narrowness of the property. While the
property does appear to be narrower than other
lots in the neighborhood, the petitioner has failed
to show how this condition results in a practical
difficulty in complying with the front and side
setback requirements. ...
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In this case, the petitioner's site plan . . .
indicates that there is sufficient room within the
building envelope of the property to locate a
reasonably sized garage in the front of the house
(e.g., where the carport is presently located.) The
petitioner would have difficulty meeting the front
and side setbacks only because she proposed to
detach the garage and separate it from the house.
This is a matter of convenience, and does not rise
to the level of a practical difficulty.
With respect to subsection (b), the Board
found that, "because there is sufficient room
within the building envelope of the property to
locate a reasonably sized garage, either in front or
to the rear of the house, the requested variances
for the construction of a one-story addition are
not the minimum reasonably necessary." Since
failure to meet any criterion enumerated in the
ordinance results in denial of the variance, the
Board must, it observed, deny Rotwein's petition.
On May 20, 2004, Rotwein filed a petition for
judicial review in the Circuit Court for
Montgomery County. On July 19, 2004,
Montgomery County moved to intervene as
respondent on the grounds that it had a direct
interest in the case: "the proper administration
and interpretation of its laws." On August 11,
2004, the circuit court granted Montgomery
County's motion to intervene.
Following a hearing on November 3, 2004,
the circuit court issued an order on November 16,
2004, reversing the decision of the Board. Then,
remanding the case to the Board of Appeals, it
ordered the Board of Appeals to apply the
following language from North v. St. Mary's
County:
"Uniqueness" of a property for zoning
purposes requires that the subject property have
an inherent characteristic not
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shared by other properties in the area, i.e., its
shape,
topography,
subsurface
condition,
environmental factors, historical significance,

access or non-access to navigable waters, practical
restrictions imposed by abutting properties (such
as obstructions) or other similar restrictions. In
respect to structures, it would relate to such
characteristics as unusual architectural aspects
and bearing or party walls.
99 Md.App. at 514, 638 A.2d 1175 (emphasis
added).
And it further ordered the Board to "consider
such additional evidence, if any, presented by
[Rotwein] to determine whether an unusual
architectural aspect or unusual architectural
aspects exist within the holding of North v. St.
Mary's County that require the Board's
consideration in determining whether the
requested variance should or should not be
granted."
DISCUSSION
Montgomery County contends that the Board
of Appeals was correct in denying Rotwein's
application for a zoning variance. In reviewing
that determination, we apply the substantial
evidence test. That test requires us to affirm an
agency decision, if, after reviewing the evidence in
a light most favorable to the agency, we find "a
reasoning mind reasonably could have reached
the factual conclusion the agency reached."
Bulluck v. Pelham Wood Apts., 283 Md. 505, 512,
390 A.2d 1119 (1978) (quoting DickinsonTidewater v. Supervisor, 273 Md. 245, 256, 329
A.2d 18 (1974)). Indeed, we may not substitute
our judgment for that of the Board of Appeals
unless the agency's conclusions were not
supported by substantial evidence or were
premised on an error of law. Stansbury v. Jones,
372 Md. 172, 182, 184, 812 A.2d 312 (2002). And,
in determining whether the agency's conclusions
were premised on an error of law, we ordinarily
give "considerable weight" to "an administrative
agency's interpretation and application of the
statute which the agency administers." Bd. of
Physician Quality Assurance v. Banks, 354 Md.
59, 68-69, 729 A.2d 376 (1999).
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Section 59-G-3.1(a) of the Montgomery
County Zoning Ordinance requires a "variance"
applicant to prove that, owing to some
characteristic "peculiar to a specific parcel of
property, the strict application of these
regulations would result in peculiar or unusual
practical difficulties to, or exceptional or undue
hardship upon, the owner of such property." To
determine whether that has been done, the Board
must engage in the following two-step analysis:
The first step requires a finding that the
property whereon structures are to be placed (or
uses conducted) is — in and of itself — unique and
unusual in a manner different from the nature of
surrounding properties such that the uniqueness
and peculiarity of the subject property causes the
zoning provision to impact disproportionately
upon that property. Unless there is a finding that
the property is unique, unusual, or different, the
process stops here and the variance is denied
without any consideration of practical difficulty or
unreasonable hardship. If that first step results in
a supportable finding of uniqueness or
unusualness, then a second step is taken in the
process, i.e., a determination of whether practical
difficulty and/or unreasonable hardship, resulting
from the disproportionate impact of the
ordinance caused by the property's uniqueness,
exists.
Cromwell v. Ward, 102 Md.App. 691, 694-95,
651 A.2d 424 (1995) (emphasis in original).
Other than to remark that the lot "appear[ed]
to be narrower than other lots in the
neighborhood," the Board made no factual
findings regarding uniqueness.
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But we need not remand for such findings
because the Board correctly ruled that Rotwein
failed to demonstrate "practical difficulties." That
deficiency alone was sufficient to defeat her
application.
As stated above, the Montgomery County
Zoning Ordinance requires an applicant to prove

that, owing to a unique characteristic of the
property, the strict application of the ordinance
"would result in peculiar or unusual practical
difficulties to, or exceptional or undue hardship
upon, the owner of such property." § 59-G-3.1(a).
The determination of which standard to apply,
"practical difficulties" or "undue hardship," rests
on which of two types of variances is being
requested: "area variances" or "use variances."
Area variances are variances "from area, height,
density, setback, or sideline restrictions, such as a
variance from the distance required between
buildings." Anderson v. Bd. of Appeals, Town of
Chesapeake Beach, 22 Md.App. 28, 37, 322 A.2d
220 (1974). Use variances "permit[] a use other
than that permitted in the particular district by
the ordinance, such as a variance for an office or
commercial use in a zone restricted to residential
uses." Id. at 38, 322 A.2d 220. Because the
changes to the character of the neighborhood are
considered less drastic with area variances than
with use variances, the less stringent "practical
difficulties" standard applies to area variances,
while the "undue hardship" standard applies to
use variances. See Loyola Fed. Savs. & Loan Ass'n
v. Buschman, 227 Md. 243, 249, 176 A.2d 355
(1961).
The Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance
authorizes only area variances; it, in fact,
expressly prohibits the Board of Appeals from
granting a variance "to authorize a use of land not
otherwise permitted." § 59-G-3.1(d). Because the
ordinance is worded in the disjunctive — "peculiar
or unusual practical difficulties to, or exceptional
or undue hardship upon" — and because the
ordinance authorizes only area variances, the less
stringent "practical difficulties" standard applies:
When the terms unnecessary hardship (or
one of its synonyms) and practical difficulties are
framed in the disjunctive ("or"), Maryland courts
generally have applied the more restrictive
hardship standard to use variances, while
applying the less restrictive practical difficulties
standard to area variances because use variances
are viewed as more drastic departures from
zoning requirements.
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Belvoir Farms Homeowners Ass'n, Inc. v.
North, 355 Md. 259, 276 n. 10, 734 A.2d 227
(1999).
In determining whether practical difficulties
exist, the zoning board must consider three
factors:
1) Whether compliance with the strict letter
of the restrictions governing area, setbacks,
frontage, height, bulk or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the
property for a permitted purpose or would render
conformity with such restrictions unnecessarily
burdensome.
2) Whether a grant of the variance applied for
would do substantial justice to the applicant as
well as to other property owners in the district, or
whether a lesser relaxation than that applied for
would give substantial relief to the owner of the
property involved and be more consistent with
justice to other property owners.
3) Whether relief can be granted in such
fashion that the spirit of the ordinance will be
observed and public safety and welfare secured.
Anderson, 22 Md.App. at 39, 322 A.2d 220
(quoting McLean v. Soley, 270 Md. 208, 214-15,
310 A.2d 783 (1973)).
That means that an applicant must show
more than simply that the
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building "would be suitable or desirable or could
do no harm or would be convenient for or
profitable to its owner." Kennerly v. Mayor &
City Council of Baltimore, 247 Md. 601, 606-07,
233 A.2d 800 (1967). He or she must demonstrate
that the application of the ordinance to the
unique characteristics of the land would cause
"peculiar or unusual practical difficulties" that
justify the variance requested. Cromwell, 102
Md.App. at 706, 651 A.2d 424. Furthermore, and
of particular relevance to this case, as it formed
the basis of the Board's decision, the "peculiar or

unusual practical difficulties" must not be the
result of the applicant's own actions. See id.
In support of her "peculiar or unusual
practical difficulties" claim, Rotwein asserts two
bases. The first is that, as an elderly woman, she
wishes to have the ability to exit her car and enter
her house without being exposed to "the
elements." The second is that other sizes or
locations for the garage would be substantially
more expensive than the size and location
proposed. But neither of these two grounds
necessarily amounts to "peculiar or unusual
practical difficulties," and, therefore, the Board
did not err in denying Rotwein's requests for
variances.
The Board found that, because there was
ample room elsewhere within the setbacks to
build a garage, Rotwein's chosen location, set
some distance apart from the house, was "a
matter of convenience, and [did] not rise to the
level of a practical difficulty." The Board also
found that any hardship that Rotwein did
demonstrate was the result of improvements to
the property and, therefore, self-created and did
not justify the variances. These findings were
supported by substantial evidence.
Rotwein's architect, Dean Brenneman,
testified that alternative locations for the garage
were possible, albeit financially undesirable. It
was possible, he observed, to simply enclose the
existing carport and relocate the front door. He
also stated that the garage could be built closer to
the house or that a one-car garage could be built
within the setback requirements, though the
former would require significant re-grading of
Rotwein's land while the latter would reduce the
value of her property.
Thus, Brenneman's testimony established
that either a one-car or a two-car garage could, in
fact, be constructed at a location on Rotwein's
property that would not require variances, though
at some additional expense to Rotwein or
economic loss to her property. That testimony
leaves Rotwein's claim that there was "no credible
evidence in the record that an attached garage
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could be located elsewhere on the property, even
if there were no other improvements located in
the rear yard" in tatters.
Rotwein also argues that, as an elderly
woman, she needs to have an enclosed garage to
protect her from exposure to "the elements." That
may be so, but it does not constitute "peculiar or
unusual practical difficulties." As noted above, the
"practical difficulty" standard requires the zoning
board to find "more than that the building
allowed would be suitable or desirable or could do
no harm or would be convenient for or profitable
to its owner." Kennerly, 247 Md. at 606, 233 A.2d
800; see also Carney v. City of Baltimore, 201
Md. 130, 136-37, 93 A.2d 74 (1952).
In Carney, an applicant sought an exception3
from setback restrictions to add a
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first-floor bedroom and bath to his house. 201
Md. at 133, 93 A.2d 74. The exception was
requested because Mrs. Carney had a "physical
condition" that made it difficult for her to climb
stairs. Id. The Court of Appeals upheld the denial
of the exception, noting that "[t]he need sufficient
to justify an exception must be substantial and
urgent and not merely for the convenience of the
applicant." Id. at 137, 93 A.2d 74. There was
nothing "substantial and urgent" about Rotwein's
desire not to be exposed to the elements when
entering her house, and, therefore, it did not
constitute "peculiar or unusual practical
difficulties" warranting a variance.
None of the potential problems advanced by
Rotwein — exposure to the elements or the
expenditures required to build a new front door
or re-grade the property or the undesirability of a
one car garage in a two-car garage neighborhood
— rise to the level of "peculiar or unusual practical
difficulties." As the Court of Appeals observed in
Carney:
The expression "practical difficulties or
unnecessary hardships" means difficulties or
hardships which are peculiar to the situation of

the applicant for the permit and are of such a
degree of severity that their existence is not
necessary to carry out the spirit of the ordinance,
and amounts to a substantial and unnecessary
injustice to the applicant. Exceptions on the
ground of "practical difficulties or unnecessary
hardships" should not be made except where the
burden of the general rule upon the individual
property would not, because of its unique
situation and the singular circumstances, serve
the essential legislative policy, and so would
constitute an entirely unnecessary and
unwarranted invasion of the basic right of
private property.
Id. (emphasis added).
Economic loss alone does not necessarily
satisfy the "practical difficulties" test, because, as
we have previously observed, "[e]very person
requesting a variance can indicate some economic
loss." Cromwell, 102 Md.App. at 715, 651 A.2d
424 (quoting Xanthos v. Bd. of Adjustment, 685
P.2d 1032, 1036-37 (Utah 1984)). Indeed, to grant
an application for a variance any time economic
loss is asserted, we have warned, "would make a
mockery of the zoning program." Cromwell, 102
Md.App. at 715, 651 A.2d 424.
Financial concerns are not entirely irrelevant,
however. The pertinent inquiry with respect to
economic loss is whether "it is impossible to
secure a reasonable return from or to make a
reasonable use of such property." Marino v. City
of Baltimore, 215 Md. 206, 218, 137 A.2d 198
(1957). But Rotwein has not demonstrated that,
unless her application is granted, it will be
"impossible [for her] to make reasonable use of
her property." Id. Indeed, she has made more
than reasonable use of her property, as it houses
not only her residence, but, among other things, a
swimming pool and a tennis court.
Furthermore, the "hardships" about which
Rotwein complains are self-created and, as such,
cannot serve as a basis for a finding of practical
difficulty. See Cromwell, 102 Md.App. at 722, 651
A.2d 424. Rotwein contends that the requested
location for her garage is the only feasible
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location. But that is so only because of the
location of the other improvements to the
property, and the decision whether to
Page 969
build those improvements and where to place
them was Rotwein's. See id.; see also Steele v.
Fluvanna County Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 246 Va.
502, 436 S.E.2d 453, 456-57 (1993).
Finally, there was substantial evidence to
support the Board's conclusion that the variance
requested would not be "the minimum reasonably
necessary" under § 59-G-3.1(b). As noted above,
there was extensive testimony regarding
alternative locations and configurations for the
proposed garage, which would not have required
a variance. In fact, as we have previously
recounted, Rotwein's own architect testified that
it would be possible, though not financially
desirable, to build a one-car garage, or to build a
two-car garage closer to the house, without
violating the setback restrictions. Because there
was, as the Board found, "sufficient room within
the building envelope of the property to locate a
reasonably sized garage," the Board's conclusion
that "the requested variances for the construction
of a one-story addition [were] not the minimum
reasonably necessary" should not have been
disturbed.
JUDGMENT OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
FOR
MONTGOMERY
COUNTY
REVERSED; CASE REMANDED TO THAT
COURT
WITH
INSTRUCTIONS
TO
AFFIRM THE DECISION OF THE BOARD
OF
APPEALS
FOR
MONTGOMERY
COUNTY. COSTS TO BE PAID BY
APPELLEE.
--------------Notes:
1. Although Rotwein's property is currently zoned
R-90, it was subdivided in 1957, while zoned R60. The property was developed as an R-60

property and is therefore still held to the setback
requirements of the R-60 zone.
2. Section 59-A-4.22(a)(1) of the Montgomery
County Zoning Ordinance requires that each
application for a variance must attach a statement
that includes "[s]urvey plats or other accurate
drawings showing boundaries, dimensions, area,
topography and frontage of the property involved,
as well as the location and dimensions of all
structures existing and proposed to be erected,
and the distances of such structures from the
nearest property lines." Because Rotwein had not
included, with her application, a site plan showing
"the location and dimensions of all structures
existing and proposed to be erected," the hearing
was continued to allow her to submit that
document.
3. "It should be borne in mind that because of the
wording of the Baltimore City Zoning Ordinance,
Baltimore City cases frequently arising in that city
dealing with special exceptions and variances use
these terms more or less interchangeably." Loyola
Fed. Savs. & Loan Ass'n v. Buschman, 227 Md.
243, 249 n. 2, 176 A.2d 355 (1961) citing Marino
v. City of Baltimore, 215 Md. 206, 216, 137 A.2d
198 (1957).
---------------
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ELDRIDGE (Retired, Specially Assigned) and
IRMA S. RAKER, (Retired, Specially Assigned),
JJ.
HARRELL, Judge.
This litigation arises from the denial of a
church's request for variances from Section 450 of
the Baltimore County Zoning Regulations (the
"Zoning Code" or "BCZR"), which limit the area
and height of an identification sign to 25 square
feet and six feet, respectively. Section 450 allows
an institution, including a church, to have one
identification sign,1 within these limits, for each
frontage of its property.2 If multiple such signs
are allowed, one may contain changeable copy
capabilities.3 The
[962 A.2d 409]
Zoning Code also permits the County Board of
Appeals (the "Board"), in limited circumstances,
to grant variances from the strict application of
the standards of Section 450 where an applicant
demonstrates that its property has unique

physical characteristics that cause the area and
height limitations to affect disproportionately the
property and that compliance with those
limitations would impose a practical difficulty for
the applicant. In the present case, the church
wishes to erect and maintain a new sign facing the
Baltimore Beltway. The proposed sign would be
250 square feet in face area and 25 feet high, with
a significant portion of the sign face devoted to
electronic changeable copy. The Board denied the
necessary variances. The church now challenges
the Board's application of the requirements for
the grant of a variance. The church further claims
that denial of the variances here violates the
Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons
Act (the "RLUIPA"), a Federal statute that
prohibits a zoning authority from imposing a
substantial burden on an institution's religious
exercise, unless that burden is the least restrictive
means of advancing a compelling government
interest. 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 2000cc et seq. (2003).
For reasons we shall explain, we shall affirm the
Board's decision to deny the requested variances,
as well as its conclusion that that denial does not
violate the RLUIPA.
Facts
Trinity Assembly of God of Baltimore City,
Inc. ("Trinity") operates a church from facilities
located in a low-density residential zone in the
greater Towson area of Baltimore County. Trinity
has between 1700 and 2000 members, with
approximately 1300 of them attending church
services in any given week. The congregants come
from the greater Baltimore area and as far away
as southern Pennsylvania. Trinity's property ("the
Property") consists of approximately 15 acres of
land located at the intersection of West Joppa
Road and the Baltimore Beltway ("the Beltway" or
"I-695"). The north side of the Property abuts the
Beltway's eastbound lanes. Sole vehicular and
pedestrian access to the Property is provided by
an entrance on the West Joppa Road frontage of
the Property. Trinity has four buildings on the
Property: a 2400-seat sanctuary that can be seen
from the Beltway; an older sanctuary that is
connected to the current sanctuary by a walkway;
an educational/office building; and a fellowship
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hall. These structures make up approximately
one-third of the Property. The Zoning Code
permits churches in the zone in which the
Property is placed.
Trinity has two existing identification signs
on the Property. One is 36 square feet and is
located at the Property's West Joppa Road
entrance. Trinity received a variance for that sign
in 1982, allowing it to be 36 square feet in face
area. Trinity's other sign, which is 24 square feet
in face area, is situated where the Property abuts
the Beltway and is parallel to the Beltway, such
that, theoretically, it is viewable by both
eastbound and westbound motorists.
The driving force of the present litigation,
which began more than six years ago, is Trinity's
desire to replace the current Beltway-facing sign,
which simply identifies the church as "Trinity
Assembly of God," with a new, single-faced sign
that would be 250 square feet in area, 25 feet tall,
and face eastbound traffic only. A portion of the
face area of the proposed sign, approximately five
feet long and 18½ feet wide, would be changeable
copy operated electronically by Trinity. Trinity
[962 A.2d 410]
seeks variances from the square-footage and
height limitations, codified in Section 450 of the
Zoning Code ("Section 450" or "the Sign Law"),
which, we reiterate, are 25 square feet and six
feet, respectively.4
On 9 September 2002, Trinity filed a Petition
for Variance with Baltimore County. The People's
[Zoning] Counsel for Baltimore County opposed
the petition. In a written memorandum and
order, the Deputy Zoning Commissioner denied
Trinity's petition, concluding:
After considering the testimony and evidence
offered both in support and opposition to
[Trinity's] request, I find that the variance request
to permit the sign in question to be constructed
on [Trinity's] property should be denied. Of
particular concern to me was the flashing message
portion of the sign in question. The testimony

offered at the hearing did demonstrate that the
old sign is out-dated and is in need of
replacement. However, the sign proposed to
replace the old sign is not appropriate and cannot
be approved.
Trinity appealed to the Board, contending
that the grant of the variances is required because
the Property is unique and that strict compliance
with the Sign Law would result in practical
difficulty for Trinity. The Board held a de novo
evidentiary hearing, on three nonconsecutive days
between 17 July 2003 and 10 December 2003.
Trinity's first witness was George Raduano,
its pastor. Pastor Raduano explained why he felt
that Trinity needed to replace its current Beltwayfacing sign:
Q. Now why is the church asking for a new
sign on the north side of the property which faces
the I-695 Beltway?
A. Well, a few reasons. One is identification of
the church. We are usually known as the church
with the big roof, but no one knows our name.
We'd like to make our name prominent, since
it cannot be read from the road sign. Also for
directional purposes. We have had a great
number of people who have explained they have
had difficulty driving one Sunday, two Sunday[s],
three Sundays, before they found us, because the
interchange is complicated there.
So on the sign, we want the exit number with
directions that they could read during the week
when they choose to worship with us so they can
find us a little more readily.....
... We have situations where people have
invited people to church and have
[962 A.2d 411]
waited, and told me later their friend could not
find the church because of how difficult it was.
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So we try to, on the back of business cards, on
our map, on our web page, have directions
everywhere we can. I guess [the proposed sign]
would be another way to help us clarify the
directions.
Q. Are there other reasons why the church
wants to have a new sign in addition to identifying
the location?
A. Well, we would like also to be able to use it
so people know of upcoming events or service
times or to use it for some public service, time,
temperature or a Red Cross Blood Drive, anything
like that, or maybe to put a scripture verse of
encouragement, any of those areas.
Q. Do you believe that that is an integral part
of your functioning as a church to be able to do
that?
A. Yes, I do.
Pastor Raduano complained that visibility of
Trinity's sanctuary from the Beltway is
compromised by a concrete sound barrier,
approximately 20 to 25 feet high, running along
the Beltway. Moreover, he expressed his belief
that travelers on the Beltway have difficulty
seeing the current Beltway-facing identification
sign because of the physical characteristics of
where the Property abuts the Beltway. Pastor
Raduano stated that the State Highway
Administration placed evergreen trees of varying
heights and a six foot high chain link fence on a
berm that sits one to two feet higher than the edge
of the Property. These obstacles, contributed to by
the
Property's
physical
attributes,
are
compounded by the complicated nature of the I695/I-83 interchange, which confuses Beltway
travelers as they drive past the Property.
Although Trinity's web-site posts travel
directions to the church, Pastor Raduano
contemplated that the proposed larger sign would
be helpful in that regard because the directions
are difficult for some people to follow. He
explained that parishioners and visitors complain
regularly to him that Trinity is hard to find;

however, when pressed on cross-examination, he
could not quantify, even approximately, how
many people had such difficulty. Nor did he know
approximately how many people, if any, consulted
Trinity's web-site or a map to divine directions.
Furthermore, Pastor Raduano admitted on crossexamination that the proposed sign would have
limited directional value. Recovering from this
admission, however, Pastor Raduano suggested
that the sign would let people know where the
church is located so that they could come back for
church services or other events at a later time. He
expressly
acknowledged
that,
besides
identification, the sign would serve a noncommercial advertising purpose. He stated that
the sign would "let people know where we are and
who we are."
Trinity's next witness, Ellis Shapos, was
accepted by the Board as an expert regarding
"media signage." Shapos stated that he is
employed by, and part owner of, Visual Message
and Displays, Inc., which provides "consulting
services [and] marketing" and supplies "electronic
media
message
displays
and
wireless
communication displays." He has been in the sign
industry since 1996.
Shapos testified that Trinity approached him
in December 2000 to assist with the design of a
sign with electronic messages. Specifically, he
stated:
I was asked to perform a site survey and do
an evaluation by traffic counts, visual inspection,
and I took it upon myself, with the Pastor
Raduano and the church members, on what they
wanted to accomplish
[962 A.2d 412]
as far as my finding, as far as promotion, as far as
providing public service in the design element.
He explained his methodology for carrying
out these responsibilities:
I physically went past the [sic] site, but did
visual analysis photographs, conferred with [the]
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State Highway [Administration], did traffic
counts, speed analysis, to determine approximate
speed. Referred to the Federal Highway
Administration, their study, as far as
recommended character height, and tried to abide
by their rules and regulation in the design
process.
Shapos claimed to have relied on the industry
standard Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (the "MUTCD") to determine how large
the electronic characters on the proposed sign
would need to be in order for the sign not to pose
a safety problem for motorists straining to see it.
Based on his assessment of the MUTCD, and
considering that Trinity also wanted the proposed
sign to have on it the church's logo and directions,
"Exit 23B, right Joppa Road," Shapos opined that
the proposed sign must be 25 feet high and that
the sign's changeable copy portion must be
approximately 84 square feet. Shapos also
testified that the electronic characters should be
at least 17 inches tall, with a minimum of 15
characters per line, and that the sign should not
have more than two lines of electronic
messaging.5
Robert Claus, Ph.D., also testified on Trinity's
behalf. The Board accepted his credentials to
testify as an expert in signs and the sign industry.
The Board concluded that Dr. Claus has an
extensive education in economics and a
familiarity with the State and Federal agencies
that
regulate
signs
and
commercial
communications. Dr. Claus maintained that the
MUTCD establishes a national "standard of care"
with respect to the "readability, con[spi]cuity or
size, height, placement and illumination" of signs.
It was Dr. Claus's opinion that "[e]very state must
either adopt [the MUTCD] as Oregon has, or de
facto create their own manual around the
MUTCD." Relying on his view of the MUTCD, Dr.
Claus stated that the Sign Law conflicts with the
appropriate standards for the readability and
conspicuity of signs and that the sign proposed by
Trinity would not be a safety hazard. He also
testified that the proposed sign would be
beneficial to Trinity because it would "allow them
to use their property as zoned." As for the

surrounding community, Dr. Claus believed,
based on his studies, that the proposed sign
would not have a negative impact.
On cross-examination, Dr. Claus disclosed
that he is Executive Director of the Sign
Foundation for Communication Excellence, a
nonprofit educational group committed to
"protect[ing] commercial and non-commercial
speech." He agreed that promoting signs goes
"hand in hand" with protecting speech. He
acknowledged also that he is a consultant for the
International Sign Association, "the largest trade
association in the sign industry." He spent no
more than five hours preparing for his testimony
in this case and did not review the Baltimore
County Master Plan in connection with that
preparation.
[962 A.2d 413]
William Monk was the next Trinity witness to
testify. The Board accepted Monk as an expert
regarding the Baltimore County zoning and
development regulations. He is a principal with
Morris and Ritchie Associates, an "engineering,
land planning, landscape, architectural surveying,
consulting firm." Monk described what he
perceived to be the unique physical attributes of
the Property. Based on his observations and
knowledge of the site and environs, he testified
that the area and height of Trinity's proposed sign
are necessitated by certain considerations: first,
visibility by eastbound travelers on the Beltway is
diminished by the Joppa Road overpass; second,
that visibility is diminished further by "very
bushy" vegetation planted along the Beltway;
third, the sound barrier, chain link fence and
evergreens that Pastor Raduano complained of
create an "additional visual buffer"; and fourth,
flowering trees lining the Beltway obfuscate
seasonally the current identification sign for
westbound travelers on the Beltway.6 It was
Monk's opinion that adherence to the letter of the
Sign Law's area and height limitations "would be
unnecessarily burdensome" for Trinity and that
the sign proposed by Trinity is still "within the
spirit and intent of the regulations."
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On cross-examination, Monk admitted that
there were other churches and institutions in
Baltimore County whose property is at or near the
Beltway and who do not have signs with
electronic messages discernable from the Beltway.
Indeed, the view of one of those churches from
the Beltway, Monk acknowledged, is completely
blocked by the concrete sound barrier; whereas,
Trinity benefits from a partial break in the barrier
along the Property's border with the Beltway.
Although noting several establishments with signs
viewable from the Beltway, Monk agreed that they
are in areas zoned for commercial use.
Nonetheless, Monk was resolute in his belief that
the "topography and other site conditions" put
Trinity in a different circumstance than the other
institutions on the Beltway. Monk further
revealed that his opinion of Trinity's need for the
proposed sign was driven not only by what he
perceived to be unique physical attributes of the
Property, but also by consideration of Trinity's
uniqueness as an organization. To that effect, he
stated:
The church has indicated earlier it's not a
local church, it's a regional church.
And not only that, but previous testimony
indicated they do other joint ventures [with] other
churches, probably outside the immediate area.
That being said, it was a different context
than the local facility, whether it be an athletic
club or a business or some other destination that
was common and local residents knew where it
was.
Here, we are dealing with a different animal
in [a] much more regional context, and the need
to provide not only identity, but also whatever
assistance is possible, based on their experiences,
in giving some sort of directional orientation on
how to get there.
After Trinity concluded its case-in-chief,
People's Counsel called Jeffery Long, accepted by
the Board as an expert in land use planning. Long
has been employed by the Baltimore County
Office of Planning for 16 years. Long stated that

the Office of Planning generally is opposed to
placing signs along the Beltway, but it would not
"attempt ... to deny a reasonable sign ... and
would never control content in any
[962 A.2d 414]
way." He explained that his "over-arching concern
is the size of the [proposed] sign, which is
unprecedented for an institutional use of this
sort." This concern, according to Long, is made
more serious because the Maryland State
Highway Administration plans to widen the
Beltway and will need to place traffic warning
signs approaching the I-695/I-83 interchange.
Long opined that the Property is not unique.
He reached this conclusion from studying the
properties of other churches and institutions that
abut major highways in Baltimore County. Long
asserted that the Property's topography is quite
similar to those other places in the County. He
also expressed a view that Trinity can be
identified from the Beltway more readily than
other comparably situated institutions because of
the break in the concrete sound barrier.
Long stated that the Sign Law permits
reasonable signage and that Trinity's 36 squarefoot sign on West Joppa Road is sufficient.
Moreover, he observed that several churches have
signs with changeable copy capabilities that,
nonetheless, adhere to the permitted size limits of
the Sign Law. Those signs, Long elaborated, "are
all oriented towards local roads." Long also
testified to his belief that Trinity's proposed sign
is so large that it would not be subordinate (as
should be a normal identification sign) to the
Property's principal use as a church; instead, he
suggested, the sign itself would be a primary or
principal use of the Property.
On cross-examination by Trinity, Long
acknowledged that, in forming his opinion that
the Property is not unique, some of the
institutions he used for comparison are located at
or near the westbound lanes of the Beltway;
whereas, the Property abuts the eastbound lanes.
He conceded that the Property is located near an
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overpass, a characteristic not shared with other
locations, and that one of the churches to which
he compared Trinity actually sits on land that
places it more than 20 feet above the elevation of
the highway.
Randall Scott, Assistant District Engineer for
Traffic with the Maryland State Highway
Administration (the "SHA"), was People's
Counsel's next witness. The Board accepted him
as an SHA spokesperson and noted his experience
analyzing accident data; however, the Board did
not accept him as an expert, despite protestations
by People's Counsel. Scott testified to an accident
study that focused on the stretch of the Beltway
that includes the Property's border. According to
Scott, the general area of the I-695/I-83
interchange has an accident rate that is
"significantly above the state average for similar
type highways." Scott testified further that he is
concerned about weaving patterns of traffic in the
vicinity of Trinity's proposed sign. Regarding the
MUTCD, Scott stated that the State relies on it
where it applies; however, "regulatory warning
signs and guide signs [are] the predominant focus
of the manual." He explained that "the [MUTCD]
is very explicit that signs [sic] should only be
deployed along the highway if it fulfills a
legitimate need, so signs having a purely
advertising or commercial aspect would be
discouraged." He elaborated that "need," as he
used the term, refers to warnings for dangerous
road conditions, speed limits, and guidance for
motorists.
On cross-examination, Scott clarified that the
MUTCD does not discourage identification signs.
He admitted that the accident study he discussed
did not address the causes of the accidents in the
area of the I-695/I-83 interchange and that he
has not compared the weaving patterns of traffic
at that location with other similarly situated
stretches of highway.
[962 A.2d 415]
After Scott, John Dillon spoke on behalf of
the Valleys Planning Council, Inc., apparently a
community organization involved in preservation

efforts in Baltimore County. The Board
recognized that Dillon testified before the Board
several times previously in other cases and
accepted him as an expert in planning and zoning
matters. Dillon made clear his belief that Trinity's
proposed sign would be a traffic safety hazard. He
testified that Trinity's sanctuary already is
viewable easily by eastbound travelers on the
Beltway and that "[t]he church itself [is] ... its own
identification sign." Furthermore, because Trinity
is so apparent from the Beltway, he opined that
all Trinity needs reasonably to identify itself is a
sign with its name. Dillon believed this could be
accomplished without the desired variances.
Regarding Trinity's existing 36 square-foot sign
on West Joppa Road, Dillon testified that most
churches in the surrounding community have
signs consistent with that sign "in terms of size
and clarity." Moreover, he noted that recent
utility work along West Joppa Road resulted in
the clearing of trees and underbrush, further
enhancing that existing sign's visibility.
On cross-examination, Dillon acknowledged
that, in arriving at his opinion that the proposed
sign would be a traffic safety concern, he did not
conduct any studies regarding driver distraction;
rather, he said his opinion was based on many
years of driving the Beltway.
Donald Girding of the Greater Timonium
Community Council testified next for People's
Counsel. He likewise said that Trinity can be seen
easily by eastbound travelers on the Beltway and
that no other churches have signs similar to that
proposed by Trinity. Girding also emphasized his
organization's position that the proposed sign
would have a negative impact on traffic safety;
however, on cross-examination, he revealed that
his organization rarely supported variance
requests and that Trinity's proposed sign would
undermine his organization's conservation efforts
in Baltimore County.
A handful of individual residents from the
neighboring communities also voiced their
opposition to Trinity's proposed sign. All of them
were troubled by potential traffic problems,
diminished aesthetics, and lowered property
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values linked by them to the proposed sign, if
allowed.
On 2 July 2004, the Board rendered a lengthy
written opinion and order in which it detailed the
evidence. The Board concluded that the physical
attributes of the Property did not make it unique
and that compliance with the Sign Law would not
result in practical difficulty for Trinity.
Accordingly, the Board denied the variances. Of
significance to the Board appeared to be its view
that motorists must be alert and not distracted
when driving the stretch of the I-695/I-83
interchange. It found compelling Randall Scott's
testimony, based on a study of accidents on the
Beltway, that the proposed sign would pose a
traffic safety concern.
Regarding the issue of uniqueness, the Board
gave considerable weight to the testimony of
Jeffrey Long. According to the Board, "being
adjacent to the Beltway does not, in and of itself,
constitute uniqueness." The Board was not
impressed by Dr. Claus's testimony because of the
comparatively short amount of time he spent
preparing for his testimony and because he had
only a limited knowledge of the Beltway, had not
reviewed the County's Master Plan, and did not
know the name of the community in which Trinity
is located. It found that Dr. Claus testified to
"generalities and not specifics." The Board was
troubled also by Dr. Claus's association with
groups dedicated to promoting signs. Likewise,
the Board was
[962 A.2d 416]
unimpressed by William Monk's testimony. It did
not consider unique the features that he described
because they are "commonly found in many areas
[along] the Beltway." The Board also found that
neither Pastor Raduano's testimony nor that of
Ellis Shapos established that the Property is
unique within the meaning of the law of
variances.
With respect to the practical difficulty
criterion, the Board believed that Trinity's request
"is really one of `desire' or `want,' rather than one

of `need.[']" The Board noted that Trinity
provides directions on its web-site and on
business cards and that other churches with no
Beltway visibility do not have signs similar to
what Trinity proposed. The Board was not
convinced that Trinity would suffer from denial of
the variances. It also alluded to findings of fact
and policy rendered by the County Council in
adopting the Sign Law: the "legislative arm of the
government has gone on record as not being in
favor of signage similar to that proposed by
[Trinity]." Moreover, the Board cited a provision
of the Zoning Code directing it to construe strictly
the Sign Law when considering a request for a
variance from its standards and limitations.
Trinity's proposed sign, the Board concluded,
would be a danger to motorists and inconsistent
with the nature of the surrounding community.
Trinity filed a Petition for Judicial Review in
the Circuit Court for Baltimore County claiming
that the Board misapplied the variance standards,
the Sign Law is unconstitutional as applied to
Trinity, and the Board failed to apply the
RLUIPA, which requires a zoning body to
demonstrate a compelling government interest if
a land use decision places a substantial burden on
an institution's religious exercise. On 31 May
2005, the Circuit Court issued a written judgment
and order, holding that the Board applied
correctly the law of variances and that, under the
generally deferential standards of review for
administrative decisions, the Board's findings
were supported sufficiently by the evidence in the
record. The Circuit Court also held that Trinity's
constitutional arguments were meritless because
the Sign Law does not restrict impermissibly
Trinity's rights to freedom of speech or freedom
of religion.7 With respect to Trinity's RLUIPA
argument, however, the Circuit Court remanded
the case to the Board to consider whether the
denial of the requested variances imposes a
substantial burden on Trinity's religious exercise
and, if so, whether that denial is the least
restrictive means of serving a compelling
government interest.
On remand, the Board took no additional
evidence, but heard oral argument from the
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parties. It was Trinity's position that the proposed
sign is a form of religious exercise, as
contemplated by the RLUIPA, because it would
allow the church to proselytize and attract
additional parishioners in accordance with its
missionary ministry. Trinity further contended
that People's Counsel had not shown how the
Board's denial of the variances is the least
restrictive means of serving a compelling
government interest. The Board disagreed and, in
another written opinion and order dated 8 March
2006, concluded that denial of the variances does
not violate the RLUIPA.
In its later opinion, the Board again had
recourse to the factual and policy findings made
by the County Council when it enacted the Sign
Law, noting that excessive signage creates a traffic
safety hazard and "impair[s] the utility of the
highway system," undermines conservation
efforts, and diminishes neighborhood aesthetics
and
[962 A.2d 417]
property values. The Board also reiterated its
legislative mandate to construe strictly the Sign
Law when considering a variance request.
Accordingly, the Board found that application of
the limits of the Sign Law, without variation, is
the least restrictive means of advancing a
compelling government interest in protecting the
community in this case.
The Board also found that denial of the
requested variances does not pose a substantial
burden on Trinity's religious exercise. Although
no express finding was made that Trinity's use of
the proposed sign would constitute religious
exercise, the Board cited Pastor Raduano's
testimony that "this is our ministry, this is what
we are all about. This is what we do as a church."
The Board concluded that Trinity has other
practical ways to evangelize and to identify itself
to potential parishioners. Specifically, the Board
found:
[Trinity] sits on land adjacent to the Beltway
(I-695) and a sound barrier which has been

constructed along portions of the Beltway ends at
a point where the Church is visible from the
Beltway ... Although there is a chain link fence
and trees planted in the area where the sound
barrier ends, the Church is quite visible from the
Beltway. The Pastor contended that the sign was
needed in order to give direction to the potential
attendees as to how they could reach the Church
from the Beltway. In addition, the Pastor wanted
to publicize upcoming events at the Church, such
as Easter services and Christmas pageants. The
Pastor also wanted to put supportive excerpts on
the sign, such as "God Bless Our Troops" and
scripture quotes. Trinity contended that the
zoning regulations inhibited the Church in its
mission to attract new members and to conduct
outreach to the community....
....
... [T]he record below is absolutely devoid of
any evidence indicating that the religious activity
of ... Trinity ... is inhibited in any way by the sign
ordinance and the refusal to grant the type of sign
requested by the Church. The Church contains a
2,400 sq. ft. sanctuary, and the testimony of the
Pastor indicated that, on any given Sunday,
approximately 1,500 individuals attend church[8]
... There were no facts or figures given with
respect to church attendance at the present time
or any evidence to show that church attendance
was falling as a result of the fact that there was no
large sign to advertise church functions. As noted
in the previous Board decision, the Church has
numerous ways of publicizing its activities and
evangelizing. It has available to it newspapers,
web sites, bulletin boards, radio and television
advertising, and various other media outlets....
....
The totality of the testimony and evidence in
this case causes the Board, as finder of fact, to
conclude that ... Trinity[] is not prevented from
using their property for its permitted purpose nor
do such zoning restrictions as to height or area
regulations render conformity with such
restrictions unnecessarily burdensome. The
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position as presented by [Trinity] is really one of
"desire" or "want" rather than one of "need"....
[962 A.2d 418]
The Board concluded that denial of the
requested variances does not violate the RLUIPA.
Again, Trinity sought judicial review of the
Board's decision by the Circuit Court. On 23
January 2007, the Circuit Court concluded that
the Board's denial of the requested variances does
not violate the RLUIPA. Trinity filed a timely
appeal to the Court of Special Appeals, which, in a
reported opinion, affirmed. Trinity Assembly of
God of Balt. City, Inc. v. People's Counsel for
Balt. County, 178 Md. App. 232, 941 A.2d 560
(2008). Trinity filed with this Court a Petition for
a Writ of Certiorari, which we granted. Trinity
Assembly v. People's Counsel, 405 Md. 63, 949
A.2d 652 (2008). Trinity's petition posed the
following questions:
I. Did the Board err as a matter of law when it
found that denial of the requested variances does
not impose a substantial burden on Trinity's
religious exercise?
II. Did the Board apply the correct law of
variances as to "uniqueness," and did it err in its
determination that Trinity's burden was not met?9
We shall address these questions in reverse
order.
Standard of Review
When reviewing the decision of a local zoning
body, such as the Board, we evaluate directly the
agency decision, and, in so doing, we apply the
same standards of review as the circuit court and
intermediate appellate court. People's Counsel for
Balt. County v. Loyola College in Md., 406 Md.
54, 66, 956 A.2d 166, 173 (2008). "Our function ...
is not to substitute our assessment of the facts for
those of the Board ..., but merely to evaluate
whether the evidence before the Board was `fairly
debatable' ...." Pemberton v. Montgomery
County, 275 Md. 363, 367-68, 340 A.2d 240, 243

(1975). Nevertheless, we "may not uphold the
agency order unless it is sustainable on the
agency's findings and for the reasons stated by the
agency." United Parcel Serv., Inc. v. People's
Counsel for Balt. County, 336 Md. 569, 577, 650
A.2d 226, 230 (1994) (quoting United
Steelworkers of America AFL-CIO, Local 2610 v.
Bethlehem Steel Corp., 298 Md. 665, 669, 472
A.2d 62, 64 (1984)).
The scope of judicial review of administrative
fact-finding is a narrow and highly deferential
one. Loyola College, 406 Md. at 66, 956 A.2d at
173. Accordingly, we will affirm a decision on the
facts if it is supported by "substantial evidence."
See id. at 67, 956 A.2d at 173; People's Counsel of
Balt. County v. Surina, 400 Md. 662, 681, 929
A.2d 899, 910 (2007); see also Pemberton, 275
Md. at 367, 340 A.2d at 243. A conclusion by a
local zoning board satisfies the substantial
evidence test if "a reasonable mind might accept
as adequate" the evidence supporting it. Loyola
College, 406 Md. at 67, 956 A.2d at 174 (quoting
Surina, 400 Md. at 681, 929 A.2d at 910).
Our review of the legal conclusions of a local
zoning body, such as the Board, is less deferential,
and we "may
[962 A.2d 419]
reverse those decisions where the legal
conclusions reached by that body are based on an
erroneous interpretation or application of the
zoning statutes, regulations, and ordinances
relevant and applicable to the property that is the
subject of the dispute." Surina, 400 Md. at 682,
929 A.2d at 910. Nevertheless, "a degree of
deference should often be accorded" the legal
conclusions of an administrative agency regarding
statutes, ordinances, or regulations that the
agency is tasked with administering. Id. (quoting
Marzullo v. Kahl, 366 Md. 158, 172, 783 A.2d 169,
177 (2001)). Thus, in analyzing whether the
Board's decision was premised on an erroneous
legal conclusion, we should take into
consideration the relevant expertise of the Board.
See Loyola College, 406 Md. at 67, 956 A.2d at
174; Surina, 400 Md. at 682-83, 929 A.2d at 911;
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see also Bd. of Physician Quality Assurance v.
Banks, 354 Md. 59, 68, 729 A.2d 376, 380 (1999).
In the present case, we must determine
whether the Board applied the correct legal
principles with regard to the prerequisites for the
variances sought and whether the denial of the
requested variances violates the RLUIPA. If the
Board correctly identified and applied the
relevant laws, we must determine whether
substantial evidence supported its conclusions.
Analysis
I.
"The general rule is that the authority to
grant a variance should be exercised sparingly
and only under exceptional circumstances."
Cromwell v. Ward, 102 Md.App. 691, 703, 651
A.2d 424, 430 (1995). As the intermediate
appellate court correctly pointed out, "[b]y means
of definitions and a table of regulations, [Section
450 of the Zoning Code] controls the type, nature,
size, and number of signs that may be erected on
properties in Baltimore County." Trinity
Assembly of God, 178 Md.App. at 239, 941 A.2d at
565. Under the Sign Law, an institution, including
a church, is allowed one identification sign for
each frontage of its property. BCZR § 450.4.10 One
of those signs may have changeable copy
capabilities. Id. Whether containing changeable
copy or not, such a sign may not exceed 25 square
feet in face area nor be more than six feet high. Id.
The demands of the Sign Law, however, are
not fixed immutably; the Board or Zoning
Commissioner is allowed to grant a variance or
variances in very limited circumstances. Id. §
307.1. In relevant part, the Zoning Code's
variance provision provides:
[T]he power to grant variances ... [exists]
only in cases where special circumstances or
conditions exist that are peculiar to the land or
structure which is the subject of the variance
request and where strict compliance with the
[Zoning Code] would result in practical difficulty
or unreasonable hardship.11

[962 A.2d 420]
Id. § 307.1. That provision, however, is
tempered by another, which provides, "in
considering requests for variances, provisions of
[the Sign Law] shall be strictly construed, unless
the demonstrable effect of a liberal construction
would prevent or reduce the confusion and visual
clutter caused by excessive signage." Id. §
450.8A.1.
More than a decade ago, Judge Dale R.
Cathell, now retired from this Court and while a
member of the Court of Special Appeals, noted
that the Zoning Code's general variance provision
essentially requires a petitioner to demonstrate
two things: (1) uniqueness of the property and (2)
practical difficulty or unreasonable hardship.
Cromwell, 102 Md.App. at 698-99, 651 A.2d at
427-28. He elaborated:
The first step requires a finding that the
property whereon structures are to be placed (or
uses conducted) is-in and of itself-unique and
unusual in a manner different from the nature or
surrounding properties such that the uniqueness
and peculiarity of the subject property causes the
zoning provision to impact disproportionately
upon the property. Unless there is a finding that
the property is unique, unusual or different, the
process stops here and the variance is denied
without any consideration of practical difficulty or
unreasonable hardship. If that first step results in
a supportable finding of uniqueness or
unusualness, then a second step is taken in the
process, i.e., a determination of whether practical
difficulty and/or unreasonable hardship, resulting
from a disproportionate impact of the ordinance
caused by the property's uniqueness, exists.
Further consideration must then be given to the
general purposes of the zoning ordinance.
Id. at 694-95, 651 A.2d at 426 (italics
omitted). Similarly, this Court, interpreting
Baltimore City's zoning code, said generally that a
variance requires "proof of `urgent necessity,
hardship peculiar to the particular property, and a
burden upon the owner not justified by the public
health, safety and welfare.'" Kennerly v. Mayor of
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Balt., 247 Md. 601, 606-07, 233 A.2d 800, 804
(1967) (quoting Mayor of Balt. v. Polakoff, 233
Md. 1, 9, 194 A.2d 819, 824 (1963)).
To be "unique," a property must "have an
inherent characteristic not shared by other
properties in the area, i.e., its shape, topography,
sub-surface condition, environmental factors,
historical significance, access or non-access to
navigable waters, practical restrictions imposed
by abutting properties (such as obstructions) or
other similar restrictions." Lewis v. Dept. of
Natural Resources, 377 Md. 382, 434, 833 A.2d
563, 594 (2003) (italics omitted) (quoting North
v. St. Mary's County, 99 Md.App. 502, 514, 638
A.2d 1175, 1181 (1994)). In its July 2004 written
decision in the present case, the Board articulated
correctly the legal test with which it was tasked to
administer with respect to uniqueness. Relying on
Cromwell, the Board expressed its understanding
that "`uniqueness' requires that the `subject
property have an inherent characteristic not
shared by other properties in the area.'" To that
end, the Board credited the testimony of People's
Counsel's expert, Jeffery Long, over that of
Trinity's expert, William Monk. The Board gave
cogent reasons for why it found Long more
convincing, including his familiarity with the local
[962 A.2d 421]
community and knowledge of the physical
characteristics of similarly situated properties.
The Board also noted that Trinity's other
witnesses offered little in persuasive terms
regarding how the Property is unique. Although
Trinity contends that the Board did not give due
regard to the Beltway as a factor contributing to
the Property's uniqueness, Long testified that
other institutions abutting I-83 provide an
equally useful comparison. The Board was
permitted to credit his testimony. Perhaps the
evidence presented by Trinity might have
sustained a finding that the Property is unique;
however, on this record, it was the Board's
province to reconcile the competing or conflicting
testimony. We agree with the Court of Special
Appeals that substantial evidence supported the
Board's finding of lack of uniqueness.

Nevertheless, Trinity maintains that the
Board applied incorrectly the legal standard for
uniqueness, namely the Board applied Cromwell
too narrowly by focusing only on the physical
attributes of the Property. Trinity asseverates that
the Board should have considered also whether
those attributes cause the Sign Law's area and
height limitations to have a disproportionate
impact on Trinity. In Umerley v. People's Counsel
for Balt. County, the Court of Special Appeals
opined that a zoning authority must determine, as
part of its uniqueness inquiry, whether "the
uniqueness or peculiarity of the property causes
the zoning provision [at issue] to have a
disproportionate impact." 108 Md.App. 497, 506,
672 A.2d 173, 177 (1996). Assuming that a
disproportionate impact must be found before a
local zoning authority may grant a variance, it is a
logical fallacy to say that the Board erred on this
score. The disproportionate impact consideration,
if viable, exists because of the notion that it is not
enough for a landowner or user to show merely
that the property is somehow physically peculiar
or unique; she, he, or it also must prove, to the
satisfaction of the tribunal, a connection between
the property's inherent characteristics and the
manner in which the zoning law hurts the
landowner or user. Where a property's physical
peculiarities do not cause the landowner to suffer
disproportionately due to application of the
zoning enactment in question, the property is not
"unique" in the law of variances. For example, if a
property has physical characteristics that might
justify variance relief from drainage or sewage
regulations, those attributes probably would have
no bearing on how the property is affected by an
ordinance establishing the maximum height for a
fence. Here, the Board concluded simply that the
physical attributes of the Property are not
distinguishing. That conclusion is supported by
substantial evidence. There was no need for the
Board to go further to consider whether physical
uniqueness (which it found does not exist) causes
the Sign Law to affect Trinity disproportionately.
Although Trinity relies on Umerley, that case,
to our reading, actually undercuts Trinity's
argument that the Board erred in its assessment
of uniqueness. In Umerley, the intermediate
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appellate court interpreted the same general
variance provision of the Zoning Code that set the
threshold in this case. 108 Md.App. at 508, 672
A.2d at 178. There, the petitioner sought a
variance that would allow it to operate a trucking
facility at its current location, which was not
zoned for such activity. Id. at 502, 672 A.2d at
175. The court held that, because the uniqueness
inquiry is concerned only with characteristics
inherent to the property, the fact that the
petitioner had been in operation at its current
location since before the effective date of the
ordinance prohibiting trucking activity did not
render the property "unique." Id. at 508, 672 A.2d
at 178. Here, William
[962 A.2d 422]
Monk, Trinity's principal expert regarding
uniqueness, testified that his opinion was driven,
in part, by Trinity's exceptionalness as an
organization, not simply by the inherent physical
uniqueness of the Property. To that end, he stated
that Trinity is "not a local church, it's a regional
church," which, in his view, makes it a "different
animal" from other local institutions that might
prosper with a smaller sign than Trinity believed
it required.
With respect to the practical difficulty prong
of the Zoning Code's variance standards, the
Board applied the factors that this Court
articulated in McLean v. Solely, 270 Md. 208, 310
A.2d 783 (1973). In McLean we adopted, from
Professor Rathkopf's treatise, a three-part inquiry
to guide local zoning authorities in determining
whether a landowner established this element:
1) Whether compliance with the strict letter
of the restrictions governing area, set backs,
frontage, height, bulk or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the
property for a permitted purpose or would render
conformity with such restrictions unnecessarily
burdensome.
2) Whether a grant of the variance applied for
would do substantial justice to the applicant as
well as to other property owners in the district, or

whether a lesser relaxation than that applied for
would give substantial relief to the owner of the
property involved and be more consistent with
justice to other property owners.
3) Whether relief can be granted in such
fashion that the spirit of the ordinance will be
observed and public safety and welfare secured.
270 Md. at 214-15, 310 A.2d at 787 (citing 2
RATHKOPF, THE LAW OF ZONING &
PLANNING 45-28, 29 (3d ed. 1972)).12 The
Board's use of the McLean test was not error. See
Red Roof Inns, Inc. v. People's Counsel for Balt.
County, 96 Md.App. 219, 225, 624 A.2d 1281,
1284 (1993) (applying McLean test).
The Board found that denial of the requested
variances would not cause practical difficulty for
Trinity because Trinity has been successful as an
endeavor with its two current signs and because
its sanctuary can be identified by eastbound
travelers on the Beltway. Indeed, Pastor Raduano
admitted that the West Joppa Road frontage of
the Property, the location of Trinity's entrance
and existing 36 square-foot identification sign, is
well traveled. John Dillon testified that many
churches in Baltimore County operate with signs
similar to Trinity's West Joppa Road sign.
Moreover, the Board noted also that the church
itself is visible from the Beltway. In discounting
Trinity's claim of a need for the proposed sign in
order to provide directions for its would-be
parishioners, the Board cited Pastor Raduano's
testimony that Trinity provides directions on
business cards and on its web-site. The Board also
rejected Trinity's argument that the Sign Law
does not allow Trinity to erect a reasonable sign
on the Beltway that adheres to the highway safety
standards as interpreted by Trinity's experts. To
the contrary, the Board credited the testimony of
Randall Scott of the SHA, who described the
traffic safety concerns associated with the location
and size of the proposed sign. It was Scott's
opinion that the proposed sign would be an
unsafe distraction for motorists. The Board also
cited factual and policy findings made by the
County Council when it enacted the Sign
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[962 A.2d 423]
Law. Those findings, the Board observed,
demonstrate the Council's desire to foreclose
"excessive and incompatible signage," which is
distracting to motorists and causes property
values to depreciate. The Board concluded that
granting the requested variances would be at odds
with that legislative expression, especially in light
of the further rejoinder that the Board strictly
construe the Sign Law when entertaining a
variance request. Like its finding of lack of
uniqueness, the Board's finding that Trinity will
not suffer practical difficulty, under the McLean
test, is supported by substantial evidence.
Trinity suggests, however, that the Board
misinterpreted the legal standard for practical
difficulty by analyzing the criterion only as it
bears on Trinity's use of the Property for church
purposes; instead, Trinity argues, the Board
should have considered whether compliance with
the Sign Law's area and height limitations renders
it practically difficult for Trinity to exercise its
right to have a changeable copy sign. Again,
Trinity's argument is flawed by a logical fallacy. It
assumes that the Board accepted Trinity's
premise that the MUTCD dictates the minimum
necessary area and height of Trinity's proposed
sign. The Board, however, was persuaded by
Scott's testimony that the sign Trinity proposed
would create, not prevent, a traffic hazard, and, as
observed previously, the Board was within its
proper province to credit that testimony.
Moreover, Jeffrey Long testified that Trinity's
West Joppa Road frontage allows it to have an
effective changeable copy sign, "just like most of
the churches in the area." Thus, it was proper for
the Board to consider practical difficulty as it
bears on Trinity's ability to function as a church
and to identify itself accordingly.
II.
We turn now to Trinity's RLUIPA claim. As
the intermediate appellate court noted, this Court
previously has not had the opportunity to
interpret and apply the RLUIPA. Trinity

Assembly of God, 178 Md.App. at 253, 941 A.2d at
572. In relevant part, the RLUIPA provides:
No government shall impose or implement a
land use regulation in a manner that imposes a
substantial burden on the religious exercise of a
person, including a religious assembly or
institution, unless the government demonstrates
that imposition of the burden on that person,
assembly, or institution—
(A) is in furtherance of a compelling
governmental interest; and
(B) is the least restrictive means of furthering
that compelling governmental interest.
42 U.S.C.A. § 2000cc(a)(1).
Trinity's RLUIPA argument is as follows. The
sign it seeks constitutes a form of religious
exercise because it would identify the church for
would-be parishioners and allow Trinity to
evangelize by "disseminating scripture or
uplifting messages," via changeable copy features,
to eastbound travelers on the Beltway. The
Board's refusal to grant variances for the
proposed sign works a substantial burden on that
exercise because, Trinity asserts, Beltway
travelers will not be able to read messages on a
sign limited by the height and area limitations of
the Sign Law. Trinity argues further that, because
it has shown a substantial burden on its religious
exercise, the burden shifted to People's Counsel to
prove that denial of the variances is the least
restrictive means of advancing a compelling
government interest, a burden that he failed to
shoulder.
Some background on the RLUIPA is
essential. In 1993, Congress enacted the
RLUIPA's forerunner, the Religious
[962 A.2d 424]
Freedom Restoration Act (the "RFRA"), in
response to what it perceived to be an erosion of
religious liberty reflected in Supreme Court
jurisprudence interpreting and applying the Free
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Exercise Clause of the First Amendment. See id. §
2000bb(a). Three decades before Congress
enacted the RFRA, the Supreme Court decided
Sherbert v. Verner, which provided, in essence,
that a government action that substantially
burdens religious exercise must be justified by a
compelling government interest and must reflect
the least restrictive means of advancing that
interest. 374 U.S. 398, 403, 83 S.Ct. 1790, 10
L.Ed.2d 965 (1963); see also Thomas v. Review
Bd. of Ind. Employment Sec. Div., 450 U.S. 707,
718, 101 S.Ct. 1425, 67 L.Ed.2d 624 (1981)
(applying the Sherbert test and holding that
denial of unemployment benefits to Thomas, who
lost his job because he refused on religious
grounds to manufacture armaments, substantially
burdened his religious exercise and was not
justified by a compelling government interest).
The substantial burden test (the Sherbert test)
remained the law of the land governing claims
under the Free Exercise Clause until 1990. In
Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources of
Or. v. Smith, however, the Supreme Court held
that a neutral law, "enforc[ing] generally
applicable prohibitions," does not need to be
justified by a compelling government interest,
even if the law incidentally burdens religious
exercise. 494 U.S. 872, 885, 110 S.Ct. 1595, 108
L.Ed.2d 876 (1990). The Court opined that any
other rule "would be courting anarchy...." Id. at
888, 110 S.Ct. 1595. The Court turned its back on
the substantial burden test, noting that it "was
developed in a context that lent itself to
individualized governmental assessment of the
reasons for the relevant conduct," namely
unemployment compensation. Id. at 884, 110
S.Ct. 1595.13
Congress enacted the RFRA to respond to
Smith. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000bb(a)(4) (making a
predicate finding that "in ... Smith ... the Supreme
Court virtually eliminated the requirement that
the government justify burdens on religious
exercise imposed by laws neutral toward
religion"); City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507,
513, 117 S.Ct. 2157, 138 L.Ed.2d 624 (1997)
(noting that "Congress enacted RFRA in direct
response to ... Smith"). In doing so, Congress
cited its Fourteenth Amendment enforcement

power as the basis for its action. Flores, 521 U.S.
at 517, 117 S.Ct. 2157 (citing relevant Senate and
House reports).14 Congress disagreed that
application of the substantial burden test would
invite anarchy, finding instead that it "is a
workable test for striking sensible balances
between religious liberty and competing prior
government
interests."
42
U.S.C.A.
§
2000bb(a)(5). Congress found further that
neutral, generally applicable laws nonetheless
may have the effect of burdening religious
exercise to the same degree as laws intended to
stifle such exercise. Id. § 2000bb(a)(2).
Accordingly, the RFRA announced that
"[g]overnment shall not substantially burden a
person's exercise of religion[,] even if the burden
results from a rule of general
[962 A.2d 425]
applicability ... [unless] it demonstrates that
application of the burden ... is in furtherance of a
compelling governmental interest[] and is the
least restrictive means of furthering that ...
interest." Id. § 2000bb-1 (a) & (b). An attack on
the RFRA, however, was quick and decisive. In
City of Boerne v. Flores, the Supreme Court
partially invalidated the RFRA, holding that the
enforcement power granted to Congress by the
Fourteenth Amendment did not empower
Congress to impose universally the substantial
burden test on state and local governments. 521
U.S. at 519-20, 117 S.Ct. 2157. The Court reasoned
that the Fourteenth Amendment gave Congress
only the authority to remedy constitutional
violations, "not the power to determine what
constitutes a constitutional violation." Id. at 519,
117 S.Ct. 2157; see also Midrash Sephardi, Inc. v.
Town of Surfside, 366 F.3d 1214, 1236 (11th
Cir.2004) (noting that, "by enacting RFRA,
Congress had exceeded [its] authority by defining
rights instead of simply enforcing them" (italics
in original)).15
Refusing to be stymied, Congress enacted the
RLUIPA, which "is largely a reprisal of ... the
RFRA, but its scope is limited to laws and
regulations that govern (1) land use and (2)
institutions such as prisons that receive federal
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funds." Adkins v. Kaspar, 393 F.3d 559, 567 (5th
Cir.2004). After three years of hearings, Congress
found that actions by state and local
governments, in these two areas particularly,
threaten religious exercise. 146 CONG. REC.
S7774 (2000) (statement of Sen. Hatch).16 To
ensure that the RLUIPA did not suffer the same
fate as the RFRA, Congress circumscribed the
reach of the substantial burden test. With regard
to land use regulations, Congress delineated three
instances in which it applies:
(A) the substantial burden is imposed in a
program or activity that receives Federal financial
assistance, even if the burden results from a rule
of general applicability;
(B) the substantial burden affects, or removal
of that substantial burden would affect,
commerce with foreign nations, among the
several States, or with Indian tribes, even if the
burden results from a rule of general
applicability; or
(C) the substantial burden is imposed in the
implementation of a land use regulation or system
of land use regulations, under which a
government makes, or has in place formal or
informal procedures or practices that permit the
government to make, individualized assessments
of the proposed uses for the property involved.
42 U.S.C.A. § 2000cc(a)(2).
Subsections (A) and (B) are anchored in the
powers conferred on Congress, respectively, by
the Spending and Commerce Clauses of the
Constitution. Subsection (C), like the RFRA, is
rooted in the enforcement power of the
Fourteenth Amendment; however, Congress has
found, and is now attempting to remedy through
the RLUIPA, what it perceives as "a widespread
practice"
of
zoning
authorities
using
individualized assessment procedures to deny
covertly permission to use
[962 A.2d 426]

real property on the basis of religion, while
ostensibly basing their decisions on neutral
considerations, such as safety and aesthetics. 146
CONG. REC. S7774.
In the present case, we need not ponder on
the first two subsections because the Zoning
Code's variance process involves "individualized
assessments," as contemplated by subsection (C).
That provision applies wherever "the government
may take into account the particular details of an
applicant's proposed use of land." Guru Nanak
Sikh Soc'y of Yuba City v. County of Sutter, 456
F.3d 978, 986 (9th Cir.2006). And, as the
Supreme Court of Michigan noted when applying
the RLUIPA, "[w]hen one requests a variance, one
is requesting permission to use the property for a
specific use." Greater Bible Way Temple of
Jackson v. City of Jackson, 478 Mich. 373, 733
N.W.2d 734, 744 n. 14 (2007) (italics in original)
(contrasting a petition for a variance with a
request to rezone property). Thus, the variance
process here necessarily entails an individualized
assessment. The Zoning Code enables the Board
or the Zoning Commissioner to grant a variance
or variances from the Sign Law "where special
circumstances or conditions exist that are
peculiar to the land or structure ... and where
strict compliance ... would result in practical
difficulty or unreasonable hardship." BCZR §
307.1. As discussed, the Board took evidence to
determine whether the Property is unique and
whether compliance with the limits set by the
Sign Law would cause practical difficulty for
Trinity.17 Accordingly, the substantial burden test
applies pursuant to subsection (C).18
As stated, the RLUIPA provides that
application of a land use regulation may not
impose a substantial burden on religious exercise
unless it is the least restrictive means of
advancing a compelling government interest. The
RLUIPA defines "land use regulation" as "a
zoning or landmarking law, or the application of
such a law, that limits or restricts a claimant's use
or development of land (including a structure
affixed to land)...." 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000cc-5(5).
"Religious exercise" is defined
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[962 A.2d 427]
broadly, "includ[ing] any exercise of religion,
whether or not compelled by, or central to, a
system of religious belief." Id. § 2000cc-5(7)(A).
Moreover, the RLUIPA specifically embraces
religious exercise as including "[t]he use,
building, or conversion of real property" for a
religious purpose. Id. § 2000cc-5(7)(B).
Obviously, the Sign Law and the provision for
variances from its standards are land use
regulations. Trinity contends that erecting and
maintaining the proposed sign would constitute
religious exercise because Trinity would use the
sign to "disseminat[e] scripture or uplifting
messages to passers-by." People's Counsel did not
argue, and the Board did not decide, whether
Trinity's contention is correct. We shall assume,
without deciding, that Trinity's use of the sign it
proposed would constitute religious exercise as
defined by the RLUIPA.19
In this matter, the secular battle over whether
the Board's denial of the variances violates the
RLUIPA has been fought mostly along the
"substantial burden" front. "Courts presume, in
interpreting statutes, that `[t]he law uses familiar
legal expressions in their familiar legal sense.'"
United States v. Dodson, 291 F.3d 268, 271 (4th
Cir.2002) (alteration in original) (quoting
Bradley v. United States, 410 U.S. 605, 609, 93
S.Ct. 1151, 35 L.Ed.2d 528 (1973)). "In the absence
of a contrary indication, [courts] assume that
when a statute uses such a term, Congress
intended it to have its established meaning."
McDermott Int'l, Inc. v. Wilander, 498 U.S. 337,
342, 111 S.Ct. 807, 112 L.Ed.2d 866 (1991); Ala.
Power Co. v. U.S. EPA, 40 F.3d 450, 454
(D.C.Cir.1994). Thus, while the RLUIPA does not
define explicitly "substantial burden," we
presume that Congress intended for the term to
mean what it did under pre-Smith Free Exercise
jurisprudence and under the RFRA. The pertinent
legislative history also suggests that Congress
intended that the term have this well-established
meaning. First, the RLUIPA is simply a more
focused version of the RFRA, which had, as its
express purpose, restoring the Sherbert test. See
Adkins, 393 F.3d at 567 (noting that RLUIPA is

"largely a reprisal" of RFRA); see also 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 2000bb(b)(1) (stating purpose of RFRA).
Second, a joint statement by Senators Hatch and
Kennedy, cosponsors of the RLUIPA, indicates
that Congress intended for courts to interpret the
term by reference to its earlier use in the Free
Exercise Clause context. 146 CONG. REC. S7776.
See also Adkins, 393 F.3d at 569 (noting the
same). With this in mind, we must gauge the
reach of "substantial burden."20
[962 A.2d 428]
In Sherbert, the Supreme Court held that a
substantial burden on religious exercise exists
when an adherent is "force[d] to choose between
following the precepts of her religion and
forfeiting benefits on the one hand, and
abandoning one of the precepts of her religion ...
on the other hand." 374 U.S. at 404, 83 S.Ct.
1790. The Court elaborated in Thomas that a
substantial burden exists if the government
"conditions receipt of an important benefit upon
conduct proscribed by a religious faith, or where
it denies such a benefit because of conduct
mandated by religious belief." 450 U.S. at 717-18,
101 S.Ct. 1425. A law, however, does not impose a
substantial burden on religious exercise if it
simply "operates as to make the practice of ...
religious beliefs more expensive." Braunfeld v.
Brown, 366 U.S. 599, 605, 81 S.Ct. 1144, 6
L.Ed.2d 563 (1961). Similarly, government action
"which may make it more difficult to practice
certain religions but which ha[s] no tendency to
coerce individuals into acting contrary to their
religious beliefs" does not qualify as a substantial
burden. Lyng v. Nw. Indian Cemetery Protective
Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439, 450, 108 S.Ct. 1319, 99
L.Ed.2d 534 (1988).
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit considered what constitutes a substantial
burden under the RLUIPA, applied in the context
of institutionalized persons, and said that "a
substantial burden on religious exercise occurs
when a ... government, through act or omission,
`put[s] substantial pressure on an adherent to
modify his behavior and to violate his beliefs.'"
Lovelace v. Lee, 472 F.3d 174, 187 (4th Cir.2006)
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(alterations in original) (quoting Thomas, 450
U.S. at 718, 101 S.Ct. 1425).21 Other federal circuit
courts of appeal provide further guidance
regarding the RLUIPA's application to land use
regulations. The Ninth Circuit emphasized that,
"for a land use regulation to impose a `substantial
burden,' it must be `oppressive' to a `significantly
great extent.' That is a `substantial burden' on
`religious exercise' must impose a significantly
great restriction or onus upon such exercise."
Guru Nanak Sikh Soc'y 456 F.3d at 988; San Jose
Christian College v. City of Morgan Hill, 360
F.3d 1024, 1034 (9th Cir.2004). The Eleventh
Circuit opined:
[A] "substantial burden" must place more
than an inconvenience on religious exercise; a
"substantial burden" is akin to significant
pressure which directly coerces the religious
adherent to conform his or her behavior
accordingly. Thus, a substantial burden can result
from pressure that tends to force adherents to
forego religious precepts or from pressure that
mandates religious conduct.
Midrash Sephardi, 366 F.3d at 1227.
The standards articulated by the Ninth and
Eleventh Circuits provide useful beacons for our
consideration of when a land use regulation or
action works a substantial burden on an
institution's religious exercise.22 Based on that
guidance,
[962 A.2d 429]
we deem Trinity's argument an overly simplified
and mechanical application of the RLUIPA.
Essentially, Trinity argues that the sign it wants
constitutes religious exercise; that the Board will
not let it have the sign it wants; and, thus, the
Board's refusal substantially burdens Trinity's
religious exercise. This rote application of the
RLUIPA does not persuade us because it renders
the "substantial burden" element largely
nugatory; it suggests that a restriction on land use
qualifies as a "substantial burden," even if it
actually poses only a slight impediment to
religious exercise. See Civil Liberties for Urban

Believers (CLUB) v. City of Chicago, 342 F.3d
752, 761 (7th Cir.2003) (rejecting a similar
argument).23 Although it is true that the definition
of religious exercise includes the use of real
property for a religious purpose, 42 U.S.C.A. §
2000cc-5(7)(B), a zoning restriction affecting that
property is not a substantial burden on religious
exercise unless the restriction "prevents
adherents from conducting or expressing their
religious beliefs or causes them to forgo religious
precepts." Lighthouse Inst. for Evangelism, Inc.
v. City of Long Branch, 406 F.Supp.2d 507, 515
(D.N.J.2005) (rejecting a similar argument and
noting that a burden on religious exercise is not
the same as a burden on the use of property),
vacated on other grounds, 510 F.3d 253 (3d
Cir.2007). Stated in more concrete terms,
"[w]here the denial of an institution's application
to build [on its property] will have minimal
impact on the institution's religious exercise, it
does not constitute a substantial burden, even
when the denial is definitive." Westchester Day
School v. Village of Mamaroneck, 504 F.3d 338,
349 (2d Cir.2007) (italics added).
We resolve that, under the RLUIPA, a land
use regulation, or a zoning authority's application
of it, imposes a substantial burden on religious
exercise only if it leaves the aggrieved religious
institution without a reasonable means to observe
a particular religious precept. Such a regulation
would be "oppressive to a significantly great
extent." See Guru Nanak Sikh Soc'y, 456 F.3d at
988 (internal quotations omitted). If, however,
the religious institution may adhere to that
precept through some viable alternative mode,
the land use regulation at issue is not a
substantial burden on religious exercise, even
though it may make that exercise more difficult or
expensive. Cf. Lyng, 485 U.S. at 450, 108 S.Ct.
1319 (noting that government action making it
more difficult to practice religion is not a
substantial
[962 A.2d 430]
burden unless it coerces religious adherents);
Braunfeld, 366 U.S. at 605, 81 S.Ct. 1144 (noting
that a law making it more expensive to adhere to
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religious beliefs does not amount to a substantial
burden). Indeed, a zoning authority need not
subsidize a religious group by applying a
regulation in a manner that makes it easier or
cheaper for the group to follow its beliefs. Corp. of
the Presiding Bishop of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints v. City of West Linn,
338 Or. 453, 111 P.3d 1123, 1130 (2005); cf.
Battles v. Anne Arundel County Bd. of Educ., 904
F.Supp. 471, 477 (D.Md.1995) (holding that the
RFRA did not require school board to subsidize
home-schooling parent by eliminating nonChristian viewpoints from mandatory homeschooling curriculum). Moreover, legitimate and
"run of the mill" zoning requirements rarely, if
ever, will rise to the level of a substantial burden.
Midrash Sephardi, 366 F.3d at 1227 n. 11.
In the present case, we hold that the Board
correctly assessed the law regarding what
constitutes a substantial burden on religious
exercise under the RLUIPA. We also hold that the
Board properly found that the impediment to
Trinity in this case does not rise to the level of a
substantial burden. Although Trinity asserts in its
brief that, without its desired sign, it is not able
"to reach out and spread its message," that simply
is not the case. First, Trinity has not been
substantially burdened "when the solution to a
majority of [its] myriad constraints appears to lie
within [its] control." See Episcopal Student
Found. v. City of Ann Arbor, 341 F.Supp.2d 691,
704 (E.D.Mich. 2004). As the Board noted in both
of its opinions in this case, Trinity "has numerous
ways of publicizing its activities and evangelizing.
It has available to it newspapers, web sites,
bulletin boards, radio and television advertising,
and various other media outlets." Furthermore, if
Trinity believes that a sign that complies with the
Sign Law could not be read by eastbound Beltway
travelers, Trinity still has its frontage on West
Joppa
Road,
which
Pastor
Raduano
acknowledged is well-traveled. A changeable copy
sign at that location would identify Trinity and
allow it to evangelize, although perhaps not
reaching as sizable an audience as would a 250
square-foot sign viewable from the eastbound
lanes of the Beltway. Second, "[t]he burden on
religious practice is not great when the

government action ... does not restrict current
religious practice but rather prevents a change in
religious practice." Christian Gospel Church v.
City of San Francisco, 896 F.2d 1221, 1224 (9th
Cir.1990) (applying Free Exercise Clause).
Trinity's sanctuary already is visible and readily
identifiable from the Beltway. Trinity currently
has two identification signs. As the Board noted,
approximately 1,500 people attend church
services "on any given Sunday." Moreover, the
Board noted also that there was no "evidence to
show that church attendance was falling as a
result of the fact that there was no large sign to
advertise church functions." Even Trinity
acknowledges in its brief that the Board's decision
only prevents Trinity's parishioners from
"practicing their religion as they see fit." (italics
added). We agree with Trinity that the Board's
decision has this effect; however, the ability to
practice religion as one sees fit is not the
appropriate touchstone in a substantial burden
analysis under the RLUIPA. Accordingly,
substantial evidence supports the Board's
decision that denial of a variance for Trinity's
proposed sign does not impose a substantial
burden on Trinity.24
[962 A.2d 431]
Without subscribing necessarily to the
reasoning or holdings expressed there, we note
that our holding here is consistent with the
opinions of a number of federal and other state
courts applying the RLUIPA. For example, in
Midrash Sephardi, Inc. v. Town of Surfside, the
Eleventh Circuit held that a zoning scheme
precluding houses of worship in commercially
zoned areas was not a substantial burden on the
religious exercise of two Orthodox Jewish
synagogues. 366 F.3d at 1228. The synagogues
asseverated that their faith did not allow them to
drive to Sabbath services and that only the
commercially zoned district they desired for
synagogue use was amenable for walking to
services. Id. at 1227. They contended that old or ill
congregants effectively would be forced to stop
attending services if the synagogues had to locate
elsewhere; however, the court considered the
inconvenience of walking a few extra blocks to be
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a relatively small burden on the synagogues'
members' religious exercise. Id. at 1227-28. In
Greater Bible Way Temple of Jackson v. City of
Jackson, the Supreme Court of Michigan held
that a city's refusal to rezone a church's property
for the church to build and operate apartments
for elderly and disabled persons was not a
substantial burden on the church's religious
exercise. 733 N.W.2d at 750. The court reasoned
that the church could acquire property at a
different location zoned for apartments. Id.
Moreover, the court noted that the church could
use the subject property for housing, as long as it
built single-family houses. Id.
The U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan, in Episcopal Student Found.
v. City of Ann Arbor, held that a city's denial of a
permit for a church to build a larger structure on
its property did not impose a substantial burden
on the church's religious exercise. 341 F.Supp.2d
at 707. The church argued that it needed the extra
space to accommodate new members, conduct
outreach to the poor, and so that all of its
parishioners could worship together at the same
time. Id. at 704. The court, however, was not
persuaded. Id. It reasoned that the church had a
second-floor room, which it leased to other
groups, and that the church could use that room
to accommodate its need for additional space. Id.
The church could rent another church's property
or a meeting hall and hold services elsewhere. Id.
at 705. Moreover, the court highlighted the fact
that the church could continue helping the poor in
other ways, through financial contributions and
by serving meals at other locations in the city. Id.
Although a larger structure on the subject
property would be "incredibly beneficial" to the
church's outreach, not having the space that it
desired was not a substantial burden on its
religious exercise. Id.
A comparison of the cases in which courts
have found substantial burdens on religious
exercises do not lend succor to Trinity. In
Westchester Day School v. Village of
Mamaroneck, the Second Circuit divined a
substantial burden on religious exercise in the
village's denial of a special use permit for a Jewish

religious school to build new facilities for its
students. 504 F.3d at 352-53. There, the court
noted that the school's current facilities were
inadequate and that continuing
[962 A.2d 432]
to teach in them was not a legitimate course of
action for the school. Id. at 352. Nonetheless, the
court signaled that a different result would obtain
if the school could "rearrange existing classrooms
to meet its religious needs in the face of a rejected
application to renovate." Id. at 349. In Guru
Nanak Sikh Soc'y of Yuba City v. County of
Sutter, the Ninth Circuit held that the county's
denial of a conditional use permit for a Sikh
organization to build a temple at its proposed
location imposed a substantial burden on the
organization because the county's denial left the
organization with little possibility of building a
temple anywhere. 456 F.3d at 991-92. And in
Reaching Hearts Int'l, Inc. v. Prince George's
County, which was decided after the present case
was briefed and argued, the U.S. District Court for
the District of Maryland concluded that there was
sufficient evidence to uphold a jury's finding that
the county substantially burdened a church's
religious exercise by denying the church's sewage
category change application for a proposed
church facility. 584 F.Supp.2d 766, 2008 WL
4817008, *17 (D.Md.2008). In doing so, the court
relied on the fact that the denial left the church
without adequate space for its congregation. Id. at
787-88, 2008 WL 4817008 at *16. The court
noted that renting a facility at a different location
was not a sustainable option for the church
because it required members to set-up for
services, violating their religious belief against
working on the Sabbath. Id. Moreover, the district
court distinguished the case before it from others
where limits on the sizes of structures were not
considered substantial burdens, noting that the
church basically was precluded from having any
structure requiring sewer service on its property.
Id. at 785-86, 2008 WL 4817008 at *15. In the
present case, however, the Board found, and we
agree, that Trinity's request for a variance, to
erect a 250 square-foot electronic sign, "is really
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one of `desire' or `want' rather than one of
`need.[']"
In affirming the Board's, Circuit Court's, and
Court of Special Appeals's decisions that the
denial of Trinity's requested variances does not
impose a substantial burden on Trinity's religious
exercise, we conclude that neither the Board's
decision nor the Sign Law violate the RLUIPA on
this record. Accordingly, we need not decide
whether the Sign Law and the Board's denial of
the variances are the least restrictive means of
advancing a compelling government interest.
JUDGMENT AFFIRMED; COSTS TO BE
PAID BY PETITIONER.
--------------Notes:
1. An "identification sign" is "a sign displaying the
name or purpose of a place or structure." BCZR §
450.4
2. Section 450 defines "frontage" as "[a] lot line of
a premises which is co-terminous with a right-ofway line of a highway to which the premises has
or would be allowed pedestrian or vehicular
access." BCZR § 450.3
3. Section 450 defines "changeable copy" as
"meaning an on-premises sign displaying a
message which may be changed periodically,
manually or by electric or electronic controls."
BCZR § 450.4.
4. As noted earlier, the Sign Law permits one
identification sign for each frontage of a property.
BCZR § 450.4. In the present case, because the
Property is not accessible directly from the
Beltway, it is not clear how the Property's border
with the Beltway constitutes "frontage," as that
term is used in Section 450. As noted supra in
note 2, "frontage" is "[a] lot line of a premises
which is co-terminous with a right-of-way line of
a highway to which the premises has or would be
allowed pedestrian or vehicular access." BCZR §
450.3 (italics added). The record before us reveals
that People's Counsel argued to the Board that

Trinity's current Beltway-facing sign is nonconforming, but the record does not make patent
the basis for that argument. In its 2 July 2004
opinion and order, the Board resolved that the
issue of the propriety of a Beltway-facing sign for
Trinity "is for another day and another time";
however, in its decision, the Board later noted,
perhaps offhandedly, that Trinity "is permitted as
a matter of right" to have an identification sign on
the Property's border with the Beltway. The only
zoning issue squarely before the Board here,
however, was whether unique circumstances and
practical difficulty justified variances from the
Sign Law's area and height limitations. Thus, we
shall assume, without deciding, that the Sign Law
permits Trinity to erect a sign on the Property's
border with the Beltway, as long as it is consistent
with the designated area and height limitations or
Trinity receives variances from those limitations.
5. Later, in Trinity's rebuttal case, Shapos testified
that, although the variance petition proposed a
250 square-foot sign, the sign actually would be
somewhat smaller. Trinity's counsel proffered
that it would be approximately 160.82 square feet,
but that Trinity requested 250 square feet in its
petition because the County's Zoning Review
Department mis-informed Trinity how signs are
to be measured under the Sign Law. Trinity does
not argue in this Court that the Board erred in
finding that the proposed sign would be 250
square feet in face area.
6. Considering that the sign Trinity seeks would
face eastbound traffic, it is not clear what the
presence of trees, which cause westbound
travelers to have diminished visibility of the
current sign, contributes to Trinity's claimed need
for the new sign.
7. Trinity did not press its constitutional
challenges beyond the Circuit Court.
8. The record reflects that Pastor Raduano
actually testified that approximately 1300 people
attend church services at Trinity each week.
Nonetheless, this inconsistency does not appear
to us to be significant to a resolution of the issues
advanced in the case before us.
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9. We revised somewhat the questions presented.
The actual questions were:

THE LAW OF ZONING & PLANNING 58-117
(Thompson Reuters/West 2008).

I. Did the Board err as a matter of law when it
found that the proposed use constitutes religious
exercise, but found compelling interests exist
which present no substantial burden on religious
exercise? Was the Board's denial of the variances
arbitrary and capricious since Respondents failed
to support their objections with legally sufficient
empirical data?

13. As we shall explain, the RLUIPA applies to the
present case because the Board made an
individualized assessment when it denied
Trinity's request for variances. Smith left open the
possibility that the substantial burden test still
applies to Free Exercise Clause challenges where
the government made an individualized
assessment. But, as we noted supra in note 7,
Trinity does not prosecute a Free Exercise claim
here.

II. Did the Board fail to apply the correct law
of variances as to "uniqueness" and err in its
determination that Petitioner's burden was not
met?
10. As noted supra in note 4, we assume, without
deciding, that the Sign Law permits Trinity to
have a sign at the Property's border with the
Beltway.
11. The Zoning Code's variance provision also
directs that "any such variance shall be granted
only if in strict harmony with the spirit and intent
of the said ... regulations, and only in such
manner as to grant relief without injury to the
public health, safety and general welfare." BCZR §
301.1. We note that the Board did not make
explicit findings with respect to these facets of the
variance provision; however, the Board noted in
its opinion that "the legislative arm of
government has gone on record as not being in
favor of signage similar to that proposed by
[Trinity] ..., and, unless [Trinity] meets the
burden imposed ... by law, [the Board] must,
accordingly, deny such variance." It appears that
the Board considered these concerns as part of its
inquiry into whether the Sign Law causes Trinity
to experience practical difficulty. In any event,
because Trinity challenges only the Board's
findings that there are no special circumstances
peculiar to the Property and that compliance with
the Sign Law does not cause practical difficulty
for Trinity, we address here only those
components of the Zoning Code's variance
standards.
12. The relevant provision of Professor Rathkopf's
treatise is currently available at 3 RATHKOPF,

14. The Fourteenth Amendment provides, in
pertinent part, that "Congress shall have power to
enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions
of this article." U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 5.
15. The RFRA nonetheless applies to the federal
government. E.g., Hankins v. Lyght, 441 F.3d 96,
105 (2d Cir.2006); O'Bryan v. Bureau of Prisons,
349 F.3d 399, 400-01 (7th Cir.2003); Kikumura
v. Hurley, 242 F.3d 950, 959 (10th Cir.2001).
16. See also Jennifer S. Evans-Cowley & Kenneth
Pearlman, Six Flags Over Jesus: RLUIPA,
Megachurches, and Zoning, 21 TUL. ENVTL. L.J.
203, 212 (2008) ("In passing RLUIPA, Congress
sought to avoid the issues raised in [Flores] by
identifying two areas in which Congress believes
remedial legislation is necessary: land use and
incarcerated persons").
17. We disagree with contrary reasoning found in
an opinion of the Supreme Court of Connecticut.
In Cambodian Buddhist Soc'y of Conn., Inc. v.
Planning & Zoning Comm'n of Newtown, the
Connecticut court held that the zoning code of the
town of Newton did not contemplate
"individualized assessments," as the term is used
in the RLUIPA, because the local zoning
commission applied the identical standards to all
facilities, religious and nonreligious, when
considering whether to approve a proposed
property use. 285 Conn. 381, 941 A.2d 868, 893
(2008). We reject this view because another
provision of the RLUIPA, separate and distinct
from its "substantial burden" provision, precludes
a zoning authority from treating a religious
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institution "on less than equal terms" with a nonreligious organization. See 42 U.S.C.A. §
2000cc(b).
18. To date, there have been a handful of attacks
on the constitutionality of subsection (C) under
the enforcement power of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Our research indicates that courts
considering the issue consistently have held
subsection (C) to be an appropriate exercise of
that power. See, e.g., Guru Nanak Sikh Soc'y, 456
F.3d at 993; United States v. Maui County, 298
F.Supp.2d 1010, 1016 (D.Haw.2003). Because we
resolve the present case on non-constitutional
grounds, we need not opine as to the
constitutionality of subsection (C). See, e.g., VNA
Hospice of Md. v. Dep't of Health & Mental
Hygiene, 406 Md. 584, 605-07, 961 A.2d 557,
571-72 (2008) (declining to decide the
constitutional questions on which we granted
certiorari and electing instead to resolve the case
based on a non-constitutional issue fairly
presented by the record but abandoned by
petitioner after its disposition by a circuit court);
Robinson v. State, 404 Md. 208, 217, 946 A.2d
456, 461 (2008) (noting, "it is this Court's
established policy to decide a constitutional issue
only when necessary").
19. We note in passing only that, in Greater Bible
Way Temple of Jackson v. City of Jackson, the
Supreme Court of Michigan held, inter alia, that a
church's proposal to build and operate
apartments did not qualify as "religious exercise"
under the RLUIPA, even though the church
claimed that the apartments would enable it "to
further the teachings of Jesus Christ by providing
housing to the citizens of [the city]." 733 N.W.2d
at 746. The Michigan court noted that there was
no evidence that the church intended to use the
apartments for religious worship; the fact that the
church was a religious institution did not
transmute an otherwise "commercial exercise"
into religious exercise. Id.
20. People's Counsel maintains that Trinity is not
subject to a substantial burden within the
meaning of the RLUIPA because Trinity is treated
like everyone else; however, a separate RLUIPA

provision prohibits a zoning authority from
imposing a greater burden on a religious
institution than on a non-religious institution. See
42 U.S.C.A. § 2000cc(b)(1). Accordingly, the
substantial burden prohibition must mean
something different from the greater burden
prohibition. Sts. Constantine & Helen Greek
Orthodox Church, Inc. v. City of New Berlin, 396
F.3d 895, 900 (7th Cir.2005) (rejecting a similar
argument).
21. Recently, Judge Titus of the U.S. District
Court for the District of Maryland signaled his
approval of this standard for land use cases under
the RLUIPA. See Reaching Hearts Int'l, Inc. v.
Prince George's County, 584 F.Supp.2d 766, 78586, 2008 WL 4817008, *15 (D.Md.2008)
(approving jury instructions consistent with
Lovelace).
22. In Murphy v. Mo. Dep't of Corr., the Eighth
Circuit held that, to qualify as a substantial
burden under the RLUIPA, the government
action in question must bear on "some central
tenet" of the complainant's religious belief system
or prevent the complainant from engaging in an
exercise that is "fundamental" to that belief
system. 372 F.3d 979, 988 (8th Cir.2004)
(applying
"substantial
burden"
in
institutionalized persons context). We reject this
model as inconsistent with our reading of
RLUIPA's definition of "religious exercise," which
provides that the impaired exercise need not be
"compelled by, [n]or central to" a complainant's
belief system. 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000cc-5(7)(A).
Other courts have rejected the Eighth Circuit's
approach for the same reason. E.g., Adkins, 393
F.3d at 568 n. 37; Greater Bible Way Temple, 733
N.W.2d at 749 n. 22.
23. While we agree with the Seventh Circuit on
this point, we do not adopt its entire reasoning. In
CLUB, the court went on to hold:
[I]n the context of RLUIPA's broad definition
of religious exercise, a land-use regulation that
imposes a substantial burden on religious exercise
is one that necessarily bears direct, primary, and
fundamental responsibility for rendering religious
exercise—including the use of real property for
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the purpose thereof within the regulated
jurisdiction generally—effectively impracticable.
342 F.3d at 761. We do not agree that the bar
should be set so high that a religious institution
must prove that its religious exercise is rendered
"effectively impracticable." Rather, we think that
the definitions employed by the Ninth and
Eleventh Circuits hew closer to the wellestablished meaning of "substantial burden" in
the Free Exercise context.
24. Trinity also contends that the Board's decision
is arbitrary and capricious because the Board
failed to articulate a legal test for determining
what constitutes a substantial burden under the
RLUIPA. This argument, however, is plainly
wrong. The Board relied on Guru Nanak Sikh
Soc'y of Yuba City v. County of Sutter, 326
F.Supp.2d 1140, 1152 (E.D.Cal. 2003), aff'd, 456
F.3d 978. To that end, the Board said, "[t]o meet
the
`substantial
burden'
standard,
the
government conduct being challenged must
actually inhibit religious activity in a concrete way
and cause more than a mere inconvenience."
(emphasis omitted).
---------------

